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Abstract 
The rapid growth of the Internet greatly eases information sharing and 
communication between co-workers in an authoring project. This change necessitates 
the utilization of multi-user authoring systems. However, most commercially available 
authoring systems such as Authorware and Director provide only a single-user 
environment to produce a presentation. This mode is not efficient and systematic 
enough to satisfy the requirement of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work 
(CSCW). Moreover, the GUIs in those authoring systems are always complicated. If 
a long presentation is to be constructed, the relationship among the media objects is 
not easy to understand. A Multi-user Storyboard-based Authoring System (MUSAS) 
that attempts to solve the structure of the existing systems is presented in the thesis. 
This system includes an Editor-authors Hierarchy (E-AsH), a Storyboard-based 
Authoring System, and a Multi-agents Architecture. The E-AsH is used to organize 
people to form the editor-authors relationship. Within the E-AsH, the editor uses the 
Storyboard-based Authoring System to produce a project plan; and a Multi-agents 
Architecture has been adopted in MUSAS so as to obtain a better organization among 
authors. In the Multi-agents Architecture, there are four agent types which are 
designed to maximize the utilization of the resource, to maintain the reliability of the 
E-AsH, and to support multi-versioning of the multimedia document. In fact, 
although this system has adopted the storyboard approach, it can be applied to other 
approaches like the timeline. 
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1 Introduction 
Authoring and presentation systems are the software programs that allow 
people to create and deliver the experience for an end user (Figure 1). This 
experience can take many forms, from a computer-based training course to a 
room-sized presentation or a virtual-reality environment requiring head-mounted 
displays and spatial input gloves. Actually, multimedia applications may be 
developed using any computer language. The use of the higher-level authoring 
systems and the associated runtime licensing fees may prove to be more costly 
than programming a whole application from scratch using conventional 
programming software. However, using an authoring system may be warranted for 
several reasons, notably in cases where a multimedia application is being 
developed for mass distribution on a commercial basis. Moreover, authoring 
systems have been designed with multimedia developers in mind. An authoring 
system combines all the functions and interfaces required to join various media 
elements from different sources. This saves a significant amount of time and 
money for identification, design, testing and programming of such interfaces. 
Authororilser End User 
^ - 4 Q < ^ ^ S ^ ^ 
^ ^ ~ 乂 ‘ • — • � _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ 
Figure 1 The authoring system versus the 
run-time system. The term “user，， 
denotes the author or creator of the 
multimedia presentation, and the term 
"end user，，denotes the consumer of the 
delivered presentation. 
Nowadays, there are many kinds of multimedia authoring systems, as 
illustrated in Table 1. Most systems use a programming paradigm to allow 
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complex interaction and synchronization relationships to be defined. These 
programming facilities are typically provided through either a scripting language 
or an iconic visual programming interface. 
Aim Tech Inc. IconAuthor 4.0 (w) http://www.pugh.co.Uk/products/a 
imtech/iconauth.htm 
AIlen Communication Quest (L) http://www.allencomm.com/ 
Applied Learning The Educator 
Asymetrix Multimedia ToolBook (w)(L) http://www.lib.siu.edu/tbkwww/tb 
kwww.htm 
Brown-Waugh Ask*Me Pro 




Global Information Training Icon Environment 
System Technology (Tm) (w) (L) 
Hyperdoc Multimedia Authoring http://www.skysurf.de/~olove/bele 
g/s_hdoc.htm 
IBM InfoWindows Editor http://www.ibm.de/go/dm/dokume 
Storyboard plus nte/infol.html 
Link Way 2.0 
Instant Replay Instant Replay Pro 
Interactive CDS/Genesis (L) 
Technology 
Knowledge Garden Knowledge Pro 
Macromedia Authorware Pro for Mac http://www.xensei.com/users/medi 
Authorware for Windows a/technologies/authonvare.html 
MacroMind Director (Mac) 
Q^ 
Ntergaid Inc. Hypenvriter 2.5 http://www.ifas.ufl.edu:7100/-ent 
l/CORE2/crcdits.htm 
Owl International Guide (L) 
On Line Products OASYS 3.0 http://www.fujitsu.co.jpAiypertext 
/softinfo/ 
Sandy Corporation SAM IV 
Wicat Sage (w) 
(W) = Runs under Microsoft Windows; 
(L ) = Has Associated Language 
Table 1 The Major Authoring Systems 
The rapid growth of the Internet greatly eases information sharing and 
communication between co-workers in an authoring project. This trend 
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necessitates the utilization of multi-user authoring systems. However, in the 
current market, authoring systems like Authorware and Director provide only a 
single-user environment to produce a presentation. Of course, this mode is not 
efficient and systematic enough to satisfy the requirement of Computer-Supported 
Cooperative Work (CSCW) [1]. For projects requiring multiple authors using the 
current authoring systems, this normally means the coordination of the document 
is done manually amongst the authors. While this may work when the authors are 
working closely together on a project, it can cause major problems when the 
people are dispersed and working at varying times. As group sizes increase, the 
coordination and management problems of these groups will increase. Moreover, 
the GUIs in those authoring systems are always complicated. If a long 
presentation is to be constructed, the relationship between the media objects is not 
easy to understand. 
In viewing of the defects of the current authoring systems, this thesis 
attempts to solve these problems by the Multi-user Storyboard-based Authoring 
System (MUSAS). The system includes an Editor-authors Hierarchy (E-AsH), a 
Storyboard-based Authoring System, and a Multi-agents Architecture. The E-AsH 
is used to organize people to form the editor-authors relationship. Within the E-
AsH, the editor will use the Storyboard-based Authoring System to produce a 
project plan while a Multi-agents Architecture has been adopted in MUSAS so as 
to obtain a better organization among authors. In the E-AsH, the structure is 
dynamically changeable therefore the technique of intelligent agents will be 
deployed to assist the MUSAS. 
In the Multi-agents Architecture, there are four agent types which are 
designed to assist in the work flow of creating storyboards, to maximize the 
utilization of the resource, to maintain the reliability ofthe E-AsH, and to support 
the multi-versioning of the multimedia document. According to [2], the properties 
of intelligent agents are described as follows : 
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• autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or 
others, and have some kinds of control over their actions and internal 
state; 
• social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans) 
via some kinds of agent-communication language; 
• reactivity: agents perceive their environment, (which may be the 
physical world, a user via a graphical user interface, a collection of 
other agents, the Internet, or perhaps all of these combined), and 
respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it; 
• pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their 
environment, they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking 
the initiative. 
We have adopted the technique of intelligent agent because agents could 
adapt to the varied multi-user environment quickly and provide a means for the 
set of software available to a user to change dynamically according to the user's 
current needs and interests. 
1. 1 Contributions 
In this research, we have extended the storyboard-based authoring 
approach successfully so that it can support the multi-user environment. Firstly, 
the major issue in multi-user authoring is human cooperation. In our opinion, if 
we can plan a project in the form of a storyboard, the project can then be 
decomposed into several parts. In other words, each part in the project is 
independent. Then each of them can be assigned to an author, or a small group so 
as to alleviate the effect of human cooperation. And also, we have introduced the 
E-AsH which not only provides a better organization among the authors, but also 
supports the algorithm of the task assignment. Besides, we have adopted agent 
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programming to provide several services so as to enhance the functionality of 
MUSAS. 
1. 2 Thesis Organization 
In the thesis, we give a short description of the background of this research 
in Chapter Two. After that, in Chapter Three, we will describe the organization of 
MUSAS. In this chapter, we are going to explain the storyboard-based authoring 
approach and its extension, the Editor-Authors Hierarchy, and the Multi-agents 
Architecture. Some details of the implementation are explained in Chapter Four 
while a case study is given in Chapter Five. In Chapter Six, we are going to 
suggest some future work. Lastly, Chapter Seven is a conclusion of the research. 
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2 Background 
Authoring approaches to multimedia have developed from different areas 
of expertise, such as animation and interactive video. While existing approaches 
offer some insights into how we can handle multimedia, we need to step back and 
consider future requirements for authoring large, complex multimedia 
presentations. As mentioned in [3]，there are four authoring approaches : the 
graph-based, the timeline-based, the structure-based, and the script-based. 
The graph-based approach uses a schematic diagram of the control flow 
interactions among multimedia objects. It is similar to programming the 
presentation in a procedural way, but with an interface improved by providing 
high-level icons for visualizing the actions that take place. The icons are assembled 
in a structure which is visualized and manipulated by the author. The petri net 
model [4] is the most popular one in graph-based models. It accommodates 
temporal inequalities, such as when a delay is unknown at authoring time, thus 
allowing user interactions. However, the graphical nature of the petri net model 
can become complex and difficult to grasp when the document becomes relatively 
large, as Figure 2 shows. 
y < 5 ^ > \ ^ 
^:i^^^S>"K^^^^=^=::^:^^ 
\^ "^""~-^<^^^^^^^^^) (^^^y-""^^^/ 
N|^ J^mag^  (^^Tem^^ 
mm»my^mmmmi^s^^ 
Direction^ 
Figure 2 Petri Net 
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In the time-lined approach, objects are placed along a timeline. The user 
must specify a resource object and position it in the timeline. Figure 3 shows an 
example of a timeline-based authoring interface. For each object, the timeline 
shows the starting point and the duration. Authoring is carried out by placing 
icons representing the media items on one of the tracks at specific times. Items can 
be stretched across several time frames either by hand or automatically. 
The primary advantage of the timeline is that it provides an intuitive 
ordering of object events. Moreover, it is simple, graphical, and easy to grasp. 
This makes it attractive as an authoring tool, particularly to non-technical people 
who do not want to learn programming concepts to author documents using 
scripts. In most timeline-based approaches, once the multimedia object has been 
captured in a timeline, it is fixed in location and cannot be manipulated easily. So 
even though the process of integrating different objects is quite intuitive, a single 
timeline causes loss of information about the relative timelines for each individual 
object The information about the change from one scene to the next, for example, 
is lost. Editing a component causes all objects in the timeline to be reassigned 
because the positions of objects are not fixed in time, but only in sequence. 
Copying portions of the timeline becomes difficult because it is difficult to predict 
the start of a new section. 
The structure-based approach described in [5] is an evolutionary approach 
based on structured object-level construction of complex presentations. It 
provides a traditional timeline-type visualization, called the "channel view", shown 
at the left in Figure 4. The author can synchronize media objects using sync-arcs. 
The hierarchy view, shown on the right in Figure 4, offers a novel way of 
visualizing both the structure of the scenarios and the synchronization information 
using nested boxes. Vertically stacked boxes are executed in sequential order, 
while horizontally arranged boxes are executed in parallel. However, in the 
hierarchy view, if the presentation is too long, or too complicated, the hierarchy 
view cannot present it very well. Moreover, because the developing process is 
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top-down or bottom-up, the presentation cannot be separated into several 
segments so as to allow more than one author, or a team to work at the same 
time. 
The script-based approach provides the author with a language where 
positions and timings of individual objects can be specified. Although scripting 
languages provide a flexible authoring interface, they have the disadvantage of 
becoming unmanageable in large presentations. Structures such as scene 
boundaries or timing relations between media objects are difficult to recognize in 
the script. 
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Figure 3 Timeline Approach 
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^ ^ video-scene 
臉 _01 Audio1 Video1 
Figure 4 CMIFed channel view (left) ,、 
showing sync-arcs to synchronize the 
start of the audio and video with the end 
of the logo, and hierarchy view (right). 
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As presented above, there are different approaches to handle a multimedia 
presentation. However, most of them are based around the single user. In 
academic area, a number of collaborative authoring systems have been developed 
to support groups working together in the joint production of documents. Some 
of these systems are built around a hypertext model, such as NoteCard[6,7], 
Quilt[8,9], and SEPIA[10], whilst others are designed around a free-flowing 
document layout model, such as ShrEdit[ll], and GroupWriter[12], where the 
document is regarded as one large contiguous block of text, similar to the 
document in most single user word-processors of today. 
NoteCards is a hypertext system for manipulating ideas that have been 
used for some collaborative authoring. It is based on 3 x 5 paper notecards, and 
provides links and browser facilities between the cards. It was designed for use by 
individuals and small workgroups, and as such offers only limited facilities for true 
collaborative writing. 
Quilt is a hybrid of a mulit-user hypermedia, computer-conferencing and 
multimedia electronic mail system. It assumes that people have different roles in 
the production of a document and assigns different privileges to these roles. It was 
developed on a centralized database system, and does not allow synchronous 
changes to a document. The document structure consists of a basic tree, consisting 
of a base document with a number of annotations, which contain further 
annotations, and so on. The comments can be either text or voice, and consist of 
both private comments, public comments and directed messages. The system 
maintains a system log and a user log where a user can say what they have been 
doing, or intends to do, while the system log consists of messages like: 
‘Edited section 2.2 for 2 hours; 15 to 45 paragraphs changed.' 
SEPIA is a hypertext authoring system consisting of various activity 
spaces used for structuring, planning, arguing and writing documents. It also 
models itself on three modes of collaboration: individual work, loosely coupled 
mode and tightly coupled mode. The system supports a smooth transition between 
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these modes of collaboration, with automatic node locking and ‘author awareness' 
when somebody is in the same mode of loosely coupled work; through view 
sharing, and an audio-visual connection for tightly coupled work. 
ShrEdit is a synchronous group writing system which allows for the fine-
grained editing of text. It provides no prescribed structure for collaborative work, 
relying on the authors to form some methods of working together. The system 
also provides both public and private view, and allows one author to ‘track， 
another author's action. 
GroupWriter is based around the notion that the tool used for writing 
should contain all the features of existing commercial word-processing systems. It 
has full versioning facilities, being able to maintain multiple versions, reproduce 
older versions, and compare different versions. The user interface also ‘hides，the 
complexities of versions for those who wish to use the system as a simple word-
processor, yet makes the facilities readily available to those who know how to use 
the full power of the system. 
In summary, the systems described above have different characteristics. 
Some of them are synchronous authoring systems which support different views in 
document editing; some of them are asynchronous authoring systems which 
support multi-versioned documentation. However, they do not consider the 
formation of work group and document structure. And, they do not try to adopt 
any authoring approach in the system so as to facilitate the support of cooperative 
work. By using the storyboard-based authoring approach, we attempt to tackle the 
problem of document editing and communications between authors. 
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3 The MUSAS Authoring System^ 
The Multi-user Storyboard-based Authoring System (MUSAS) has been 
developed in order to address the issues outlined in the previous chapter. 
MUSAS consists of a E-AsH, a Storyboard-based authoring system, and a Multi-
agents Architecture. The E-AsH is composed of an editor and several authors. 
Within the E-AsH, the editor will use the storyboard-based authoring system to 
produce a project storyboard. According to the storyboard plan, the RESAgent in 
the Multi-agents Architecture then decomposes the project into several subtasks 
and assigns each of them to different authors. Moreover, in MUSAS, the 
WatcherAgent, the SalesAgent, and the NeedleAgent will provide several 
services to enhance the functionality of the system. 
3. 1 The Storyboard-based Authoring System and 
Extension 
Amongst all current authoring approaches, the storyboard is the most 
suitable for MUSAS since its nature and structure are easy to adopt to the 
algorithm of task decomposition. The storyboard is a new method to manipulate 
media objects in a presentation, and is different from existing methods such as 
petri net, timeline, etc. From our point of view, the most important step in 
producing a presentation is the planning. In this aspect, the storyboard is better 
than the other authoring approaches. More importantly, its main function is not 
t Part of the work reported in this chapter appears in : 
"A Multi-User Storyboard-based Authoring System", Proc. PACES/SPICIS'97, Feb., 1997. [19] 
"A Multi-User Authoring System Based on the Storyboard Approach", Proc. ICCIMA'97, Feb 
1997. [20] ’ ， 
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only to organize the synchronization of different media in the presentation, but 
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The authoring process typically starts with an outline [13], which lays out 
the general organization and contents of the presentation, as illustrated in Figure 
5. After that, it turns the outline into a story. A story is composed of several 
pages. Moreover, every page uses the timeline approach to describe the 
relationship between different media objects. Different pages are designed and 
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delivered to different authors according to the editor's assignment. The related 
sources are organized and linked automatically by the system. Each author will 
follow the specification written by the editor to develop his page. The storyboard 
evolves as the media objects are collected and organized; new ideas and 
refinements to the presentation are added as the presentation takes shape. 
In order to have a better planning, some procedures are recommended : 
• Brainstorm 
• Create an outline 
• Make a storyboard 
• Write a script 
• Build the presentation 
• Test and debug the presentation 
In this section, we will discuss "make a storyboard" and "write a script" 
only because the RESAgent will collect the information from these two parts to 
generate some constraints. 
Pog^ t TitU Pagii 2 Intro Pagej Tradjiional 
^ T^twork ^ f^"(Definition)~^^ ( 将 mtworU 
^ ^ Music w k f 
BG rnisy^Y^ _ _ ^ (R^asowi) _ ^ • • • _ 
\ ^i ^s } **M**t***MtMM***i- I I j I I I 
、Marketing J 、。«w<»«««oo»«»H>»o«m , ^ 
y 
Iuteractiv^  buttons 
/ \ / N 
• • 一 
• 口 
� / \ ^ 
Pa^e 4 pagg 5 
Prodacis anA S'ervices Fbar P/an vs S Year Plan 
Figure 6 A Sample Storyboard - "Network Marketing，， 
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In Figure 5 and Figure 6, a simple example about "Network Marketing" is 
illustrated. Figure 5 is an outline and Figure 6 is a set of storyboards. In the outline 
and storyboards, the most important issue is simplicity and clarity. The outline can 
be written by any kind of word processing applications. We recommend to write 
an outline first because when the user (the Editor) tries to transform the notes 
from the brainstorm to the format of the outline, he does not need to take care 
about the positions of media objects in each page. On the other hand, the 
storyboard gives a clear visual explanation to other people and explains the order 
of pages in the story. The storyboard uses a square form to present a page. And 
also, it uses an arrow to present the order. In each page, the total number and the 
positions of the media objects will be shown. For example, in Figure 6, it is easy to 
understand that there are six images and what their positions are in page 4. 
If a page provides some choices (e.g. icon, or hypertext) to the end user to 
choose a path of presentation, it is better to draw a flow chart first. For example, 
in page 4, there are six icons to activate some pages such as "Picture of typical 
item", "Narration of product examples", and "Name brand emphasis". We can 
draw a flow chart as Figure 7 to show all possible paths. 
After the Editor is satisfied with the outline, he can start to draw the 
storyboard. There are some considerations in the process : 
1. Schedule the order of each page 
2. Decide the total number of pages 
3. Design the composition of each page 
4. Decide some special effects if necessary (e.g. sound, image, animation, 
etc.) 
5. Estimate the required material in each page 
6. Send the drafting to some authors and get the feedback 
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Figure 7 A Possible Flow Chart of Page 4 
in "Network Marketing" 
Besides the storyboard, we also need a script similar to Figure 8 to 
describe some details of each page. The storyboard and script are indivisible 
because we have to notice that a visual tool such as the storyboard has its 
advantage (simple and clear) but also its disadvantage. If we put too much 
information in the storyboard, we will completely mess it up. Thus we have to 
understand what kinds of information we need to put in the script, as shown 
below: 
1. Page number or name 
2. Multimedia type 
3. Display format 
4. Special effect (e.g. fade in, fade out) 
5. Duration 
6. Execution time 
7. Announcement 
8. File format 
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Figure 8 A Part of "Network Marketing" Script 
As Ginige mentioned in [14], the storyboard combines the linear and 
hierarchical structure so as to overcome the limitations of the hierarchical 
structure which is not suitable for the rapid development of a long presentation. In 
the case of the storyboard, each page can be displayed one by one with the 
function of linear structure. On the other hand, the relationship between different 
media objects can be shown clearly with the hierarchical structure. In order to 
support the multi-user environment, we need to set some conditions and make 
improvements to the storyboard architecture. These are as follows : 
1. All multimedia types are synchronized, even images and texts. There is no 
icon, but each object can function as an icon. 
2. A page is the basic object. If an object is passed to the lower level nodes 
(authors), it will be definitely on one page. Otherwise, this object will have 
to be handled by the current level nodes (editor). No more than one page 
can be shown on the same page at the same time. 
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3. Using -> to represent a relation when an object is dependent on another 
object. An object can activate more than one object, but an object cannot 
be activated by more than one object. When Object A is being activated by 
Object B, then B -> A. More importantly, the starting time of B must be 
less than or equal to the starting time of A. This approach is similar to 
what Hardman said in [15] which combines the power of defining relations 
between objects with a timeline view. However, in order to obtain a clear 
visualization, the synchronization arc is replaced by using different colors. 
Each object will have its own color. If Object X is activated by Object Y, 
the color on the head of Object X should have the same color of Object Y, 
as illustrated in Figure 9. 
4. The storyboard will have two views. On the same page, if an object is 
replaced by another object, a second view using the y- and z- axis 
represents the replacement. This is illustrated in Figure 10. 
5. It is possible to group objects based on the third assumption. 
6. On the same page, there is no overlapped spatial objects. 
7. An object interrupted by the user can not be recovered at the point of 
interrupt. 
8. A track is used to play an object. On each page, video and audio have one 
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Figure 9 Relation Between Objects on the Same Page 
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3. 2 The Editor-Authors Hierarchy 
Although presentations are largely prepared by a single person in reality, 
this is found not efficient enough to satisfy the needs of our modern society. Up to 
now, there is still not yet a system which combines an authoring approach to 
facilitate team work. Like Director, or Authorware, most systems can only 
support a single-user environment. In this thesis, we are going to discuss the 
issues of developing a multi-user authoring system. 
First of all, in order to support multi-user, we have to start with a 
structure. Imagine a situation where an editor is a leader of certain number of 
experts, as illustrated in Figure 11. The formation of the E-AsH is described as 
follows. In. the initial stage of the E-AsH, a person enters the Internet to build his 
web site which is called ‘'office，，. Through an announcement on the network, he is 
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going to recruit the employees for an authoring job from anywhere without the 
limitation of geography. The E-AsH is also called the fundamental group which is 
different from the project group in that the project group will be ungrouped after 
the project has completed, but the fundamental group will not. In the design, 
besides the root node, each node (editor or author) will have two lists : one is the 
editor in the fundamental group; the other contains the authors belonging to the 
fundamental group. The nodes in each level of nodes are always in contact with 
one upper, or one lower level of nodes. In other words, each node may have two 
roles if necessary. 
E/A: Mtor/Author| 广~、、 
( M t o O 
C ^ ^ ^ ®。® ( v ^ ^ ^ ^ 
© 0 0 0 
© 0 © © 
C ^ ) C ^ ^ (^^ 
Figure 11 Hierarchy of editor and author relationship 
Within the hierarchy, an editor node is able to activate or deactivate an 
author node in a specificjob. This is very important when an editor node is trying 
to divide a task into some sub-tasks, or to modify the planning. As mentioned 
earlier, an author node is an editor node of the other lower level nodes. When an 
author node tries to pass some tasks to its lower level nodes, this author node can 
add its own constraints. Moreover, one node cannot modify directly the plan 
generated by other nodes. In addition, the tasks generated by author nodes must 
never violate the constraints posed by their editor nodes. 
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To maintain a better organization, a communication channel is necessary 
for information sharing and negotiation. First of all, by using the Internet to set up 
the "office", the information on each node will be shown on its own home page. In 
the system, the RESAgent will maintain the lists of editors' and authors' home 
pages. Moreover, during the stage of planning, the editor may not anticipate all 
possible difficulties, so in the implementation the plan may not be carried out 
exactly. For example, some constraints may be too hard to be handled. Then the 
person who has responsibility of this sub-task may suggest an alternative which 
may be better, or easier. So such kind of communication must be introduced in 
this system. The more popular communication method is electronic mail (e-mail). 
Although it is commonly used for supporting text only, its advantages of low cost 
and acceptable performance make it more attractive. Moreover, the content of 
discussion through e-mail can be kept in files. Nowadays the people in offices use 
memo papers to pass on messages; however, memo papers are difficult to store 
and keep in order. Although writing e-mail is time-consuming, it is worthy as it 
can keep the plan in a well-organized fashion. On the other hand, besides e-mail, it 
is possible to adopt whiteboarding, or even video conferencing in this system. The 
whiteboard provides a place to communicate with each other in real-time. 
However, like e-mail, it can only support text. In some circumstances, text is not 
the best tool for communication, and the most straightforward method is to use 
video conferencing. It can support image and voice in real-time; however, in 
today's technology, several limitations exist that must be handled such as 
bandwidth and storage. In suggestion, we prefer using e-mail and whiteboarding in 
the stage of planning so that the project group can easily keep memo and the 
editor can invite some experts to hold a meeting to discuss the drafting of the 
project plan. 
In the work flow, we call an emplyee as a node. When a node receives a 
task, it becomes the editor of this project group. Then it will clarify the goal as 
well as draft an outline, a set of storyboards, and some relevant scripts. More 
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importantly, the editor needs to divide the task into some sub-tasks. Then each 
sub-task will be assigned to a suitable expert, or sub-group. In addition, in order 
to further improve the efficiency，each sub-group can have some agents to assist 
them such as reminding them of the due date, arranging the schedule, contacting 
the manpower, or searching for materials, etc. Moreover, being an author, he 
needs to access his upper level node to obtain the most updated information of the 
assignment everyday. This job can be done by the author, or by the RESAgent. 
The author will have some information about his assignment such as which pages 
or objects have already been completed, etc. When the author starts to work, he 
will click on the hyperlink of his assignment to view the detailed description. The 
completed assignment can be stored in his editor machine, or his local machine, 
but the author must notify the editor to update the hyperlink so that the other 
project authors can make reference. Ideally, when the data of the assignment are 
being downloaded, some related multimedia tools will also be transmitted. In the 
future, we believe that the popularity of the network computer will increase, 
therefore it will no longer be necessary to have a hard disk with a huge capacity to 
keep thousands of applications. Moreover, if all applications can be executed on 
the network, they can facilitate the mobility of a person and save time for file 
management. More importantly, we can have the advantage of multiple 
independent platforms. 
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3. 3 The Multi-agents Architecture 
The Multi-agents Architecture contains four agents : the RESAgent, the 
SalesAgent, the WatcherAgent, and the NeedleAgent. In order to secure better 
solidarity amongst authors, each author will have a RESAgent as an assistant. It is 
an intelligent agent which is responsible for arranging the resource and estimating 
the task. Moreover, we have found that the workload among the authors is fully 
dependent on his editor. So we want to facilitate the mobility of the agent so as to 
increase thejob opportunity. And also, in order to ensure the system reliability, we 
have introduced an algorithm to tackle the problem that if one of the editor 
machines shuts down, the branch under this editor will lose communication with 
the rest of the company. Furthermore, we have found that the different versions of 
a document are very important in group work, so we have introduced a new agent 
to keep the different versions of the structure of the document, the content and 
other relevant information such as comments in different files. 
3.3.1 The RESAgent 
The main problem of supporting a multi-user environment is human 
cooperation due to the fact that information sharing and communication among 
the team authors are hard to be achieved. Since then, the Resource Estimating and 
Scheduling Agent (RESAgent) is introduced in this section to tackle this problem. 
In order to secure better solidarity amongst authors, each author will have 
a RESAgent whose duty is similar to a secretary. The RESAgent is an intelligent 
agent which is responsible for arranging the resource and estimating the task. Each 
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node has its own RESAgent. They will communicate with each other so as to 
satisfy all constraints to complete the task. The agent architecture introduced by 
Han in [16] is adopted and extended in this system, as illustrated in Figure 12. 
The architecture contains the Diary Component, the Assignments & Constraints 
Component, the Preference & Skill Component, the Locations Component, the 
Decision Making Module, and the inter-agent communication. The Dairy 
Component is used to keep the user's timetable. It is very important because it 
provides the user's available time slots which are needed in the task assignment. 
Moreover, all information of projects and tasks are kept in the Assignments & 
Constraints Component. At the same time, the Preference & Skill Component is 
given the user's preference and technique. In here, the user can give his preference 
to choose his favorite tasks. And, the Locations Component is used to record all 
locations of the fundamental group and the project groups. Then the Decision 
Making Module uses the Diary, the Assignment & Constraint, and the Locations 
Components to make a decision in task assignment and to supply the information 
to others RESAgents through the inter-agent communication component. Inter-
agent communication is based on the HTTP Protocol and some special messages 
/'^ '''rv^~^\ /^ A^ lignmen^  /^ ^^ ^^ lfe!^ e!!^ ^ f^. ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
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Figure 12 The Architecture ofthe RESAgent 
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Figure 13 The Main Function ofthe RESAgent 
As illustrated in Figure 13, the main function of the RESAgent is project 
management which contains four parts - the Project Builder, the Timetable 
Viewer, the Project Viewer, and New Jobs Viewer. First of all, the Project Builder 
is used to create the storyboards. Then the Timetable Viewer organizes the daily 
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work and also gives the user's available time slots during the process of the task 
assignment. More importantly, this information will be viewable by other 
RESAgents only and it will not be revealed because of personal privacy. 
Moreover, the Project Viewer will keep and provide the information of the 
storyboards and the group authors of each current project. And the New Jobs 
Viewer allows the user to make the final decision for receiving the new jobs which 
have been received temporarily by the RESAgent on behalf of the user when he 
was not available at that moment. 
Within the RESAgent, the Project Builder is more complex than the 
others. It provides the services of Storyboard Creation, Project Meeting, task 
decomposition and task assignment (the formation of the project group). After the 
project editor has finished the project storyboard, the RESAgent will invite some 
experts to discuss the project in Project Meeting, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 Data Flow Chart of Calling 
Project Meeting from Project Editor 
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In Project Discussion, the project editor will start the discussion page by 
page. Each participant can press his own icon to get control to give his opinion. 
There is a FIFO queue to receive the request of getting control. Usually at one 
time, only one person can obtain the control. When one obtains the control, all 
others will enter the waiting mode. The project editor will have the right to make a 
final decision. The flow charts of getting control by author and editor are given in 
the Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively. After Project Discussion, the project 
storyboard is finalized. According to the procedure of task division and task 
assignment, Group Formation will start to form project groups. 
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Figure 15 Flow Chart of Getting Control 
by Author 
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The decision made by the RESAgent is temporary in Figure 13. In the 
fourth branch, the user is needed to make a final decision in the New Job Viewer, 
ln the box of the New Job Viewer, the user can select one message at a time. 
Clicking the selected message will invoke the Mail Viewer to show the detail of 
thejob. Then the user can accept or refuse thejob and reply by e-mail. 
The procedure of task decomposition is explained as follows. In the 
design, there are two steps to do this. The first step is that the division is based on 
the shifting from a page to another page. This idea comes from the production of a 
film. A film can be divided into several segments. The second step is that the 
division of a segment is based on objects. After separating the task into several 
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segments，the node that receives a segment will try to divide it into several objects 
and assign the objects to its lower level nodes if necessary. 
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Figure 17 Communication between 
Modules in RESAgent when Editor 
Forms Project Group 
Then in the stage of the task assignment, with the aid of the E-AsH and the 
task decomposition algorithm, the RESAgent can form a project group to 
complete a project. First of all, the editor will propose a deadline. Based on the 
storyboards, the minimum and maximum number of objects can be estimated. 
According to the list of authors, the editor agent will send messages to the author 
agents to collect their abilities, their available time slots and their preferences. 
After considering all the information and the deadline of the presentation, the 
RESAgent will propose an ideal group. Also, the editor can add his preferences as 
constraints and reject the proposed group which is suggested by the RESAgent. 
The agent will repeat until an approval is obtained from the editor. After that, as 
shown in Figure 17，the agent will send messages to those authors and try to 
obtain their acknowledgments based on the chosen group. If an author rejects the 
assignment, his agent can pass the invitation to his authors; otherwise, the editor 
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agent will propose another group until all constraints are satisfied. In Figure 18, if 
the author accepts the invitation，the agent will return the available time slots to 
the project editor. However, if the editor's agent cannot eventually find a 
satisfactory suggestion, it will send a message to its editor to pass this job to other 
editors, as illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 20 A Possible Distribution of "Network 
Marketing，，in E-AsH 
Figure 20 is an example of a possible distribution of the "Network 
Marketing" presentation. Suppose Node X will take up the job to draft an outline, 
a storyboard, and a script. Then after making a decision through several 
discussions, the RESAgent ofNode X will contact all authors which are in the list 
of direct authors. For example, if the ability of Node A is making movie and 
image, page 1 or 4 can be assigned to Node A. Before the agreement, Node A can 
give his own preference and consider his schedule to make a decision whether he 
can take up the assignment. 
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3. 3.2 The SalesAgent 
In the process of task assignment, the RESAgent will assign tasks starting 
from the leftmost node to the rightmost one. In other words, the priority is 
revealed by the structure of the E-AsH, as shown in Figure 21. The leftmost node 
is the highest priority as well as the rightmost node is the lowest one. However, 
the priority setting may not be equal to the working ability of an author. For 
example, some authors have the same ability, but the chronological order of 
entering the E-AsH results in different priorities. In the worst case, some authors 
in the lower priority hierarchy will be "starving". 
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Figure 21 The Priority Order in E-AsH 
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Figure 22 The Architecture of the SalesAgent 
In order to increase the job opportunity of each author, a new agent called 
SalesAgent is introduced. As shown in Figure 22, its architecture consists of the 
Preference & Skill Component, the Locations Component, the Decision Making 
Module, and the inter-agent communication. Same as the Preference & Skill 
Component of the RESAgent, it records the user's favorite types of task and his 
skill. On the other hand, although the Locations Component also keeps the 
locations of the fundamental group and the project group, the SalesAgent will ask 
the current RESAgent to obtain the accessible locations and stores them in the 
Locations Component. Moreover, the functions of the Decision Making Module 
are to make decisions in returning all new job opportunities to its own RESAgent 
and in the movement of surfing. The flow chart of the Decision Making Module is 
given in Figure 23. Lastly, the inter-agent communication adopts the HTTP 
Protocol to communicate with the other agents. 
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The SalesAgent acts as a salesman who tries to promote his product to the 
customer. Here, the product of this agent is the ability of its owner and the 
customer is the editor of the project. The duty of the SalesAgent is to enlarge the 
market size to increase itsjob opportunity and to collect new information from the 
market. At regular intervals, if the RESAgent of the fundamental editor detects 
that the workload of an author is below the average, it will try to give higher 
priority to this author so as to facilitate him to obtain a new assignment in the next 
project, as shown in Figure 24. Moreover, it will activate the SalesAgent of this 
author to surf in the network from the current location to all lower level nodes. If 
it notices that there are some new projects in the planning stage and its name 
(URL address) does not exist in the lists of these RESAgents, it will leave its name 
card to the RESAgents of these project editors. Otherwise, it will climb up one 
level and start to surf some branches it has never been to, as shown in Figure 25. 
However, ifthe SalesAgent still cannot leave any name card to any project editor, 
it will continue obtaining the permission to access further the higher levels if it is 
not the root. Technically speaking, when the SalesAgent is surfing in the network, 
it will compare its knowledge (the time stamp) with the visited node's RESAgent. 
If the time stamp of the SalesAgent is later than the one of the visited node's 
RESAgent, it is not necessary to continue to traverse this E-AsH because there is 
no new information since the last visit. 
Besides this, in order to protect the fiindamental group authors, a fair 
policy must be followed. In the fundamental group, the authors will have a higher 
priority to obtain the job from the editor. In other words, the RESAgent of the 
editor will assign the jobs to its fundamental authors first, and then select the 
authors from the list of the name cards which have been left by SalesAgents. After 
the task assignment of this project is completed, the list ofname cards will not be 
kept. 
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3. 3.3 The WatcherAgent 
In reality, the network is not as reliable as we would like. There are a lot of 
reasons for malfunctions. So if one node shuts down, all messages sending to this 
node will not be received. Under this situation, the E-AsH will disconnect from 
the main E-AsH and the current project in the faulty node will not be continued. In 
order to solve these problems, the WatcherAgent is born. 
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Figure 26 The Architecture of WatcherAgent 
The main responsibility of the WatcherAgent is to keep an eye on its own 
RESAgent and to reduce the lost of messages and project information in the E-
AsH. In our design, the WatcherAgent will reside in the fundamental editor. 
Figure 26 shows the architecture of the WatcherAgent which consists of the 
Locations Component, the Timer Component, the Information Component，the 
Decision Making Module, and the inter-agent communication. First of all, the 
Location Component contains the locations of its own fundamental authors, or 
even frequently-contacted persons. The Timer Component is used to control the 
interval of connecting to its own RESAgent. The Information Component stores 
the locations of the fundamental authors and all current projects. The information 
in the Diary Component and the Information Component are acquired through the 
inter-agent communication. Like the SalesAgent, the inter-agent communication 
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adopts the HTTP Protocol to communicate with the other agents. Lastly, the 
Decision Making Module controls the maintenance procedure. The algorithm of 
the maintenance is as follows : at regular intervals, the WatcherAgent will send a 
message to its own RESAgent to check whether it exists or not. Ifthe RESAgent 
exists, it sends back an acknowledgement message. At the same time, the 
RESAgent will compare its own fundamental authors and projects with the 
WatcherAgent's. If the RESAgent has some new authors or projects, it will 
update the WatcherAgent's information. On the other hand, if the WatcherAgent 
has not received any message from its own RESAgent after a fixed period oftime, 
it will announce that the RESAgent is dead. According to the URL of all authors 
and frequently-contacted persons, the WatcherAgent will notify all of them and 
ask them to send messages to the URL of the WatcherAgent if necessary. 
Simultaneously, the WatcherAgent will create a temporary RESAgent. This 
temporary RESAgent only handles the incoming and outgoing messages, so the 
user can run a browser in other machines to obtain information about his group. 
Moreover, the WatcherAgent will show its own project structures and allow 
access to authors so as to maintain the integrity ofthe hierarchy. 
1 • Sends message to aH 
RESAgents 
„ ^ 2&3. Forward the message to is 
/ ^ g ^ S \ fundamental author 
[ R ) 4. {f Node A h the author In thts 
V J fundamental group, Node B wiH 
^ - y ^ become the temporay editor of cfV >^ . 
. ^ i o 
Figure 27 The Steps of Searching for a New 
Fundamental Editor 
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On the other hand, if the RESAgent has not received any messages from 
its own WatcherAgent for a fixed period, it will send a new WatcherAgent to its 
fundamental editor again. If the RESAgent tries a certain number of times but its 
own WatcherAgent still does not respond, it announces that its fundamental editor 
is dead. The RESAgent then sends a message to all RESAgents it knows so as to 
contact the fiindamental editor of its original fundamental editor. In Figure 27, 
Node B is the fundamental editor of Node A. If Node A shuts down, the 
RESAgent in Node C will try to contact Node B. If it is successful, the RESAgent 
will join the fundamental group temporarily. Otherwise, the RESAgent will select 
one of the eldest RESAgent as its fundamental editor. When the machine of the 
original fundamental editor is recovered, it will contact all fundamental authors. 
After receiving this message, the fundamental authors will kill their temporary 
WatcherAgents and send a new one to their original fundamental editor. 
3. 3. 4 The NeedleAgent 
Multi-versioning is a hot topic in CSCW [17,18] because it not only allows 
the team authors to observe the project progress, but also allows the editor to 
evaluate the performance in the project. In this section, the method of storing the 
versioned document and the NeedleAgent which acts as a needle to link up the 
versioned document are presented. 
Figure 28 shows the architecture of the NeedleAgent which consists of the 
Query Generator Component, the Reconstruct Document Mechanism Component, 
the Decision Making Module, and the inter-agenet communication.. In our design, 
the Query Generator Component accepts user input to generate a specified query. 
After obtaimng the result of the query, the Recontruct Document Mechanism 
Component will process it and construct a readable document. The versioned 
documents are acquired by using the HTTP Protocol in the inter-agent 
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communication. Here, the Decision Making Module acts as a postman to find the 
correct location to send and receive messages. 
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Figure 28 The Architecture of the NeedleAgent 
In order to support the multi-version, several features must be 
implemented. First of all, during the task assignment, the document will be divided 
into the page objects and the content objects such as text and image. The page 
objects will be assigned to the project editor or some sub-editors while the content 
objects will be assigned to the project authors. Each project sub-editors or authors 
will save the most up-to-date version of its own object in a file which is named by 
the project editor. Through the Project Viewer of the project editor, everyone can 
view the content of the project. Following this, two commands - add and delete 
which are used to modify the document are introduced. The procedure is 
described as follows : after the user edits a document, the RESAgent will ask the 
user to indicate the modified parts and also allow the user to save the previous 
version in a file with a different name. The list of the modified files will be 
recorded by the RESAgent. In the modified file, it will only record the reason of 
the modification, the modified commands as well as the modified objects, as 
illustrated in Figure 29. In the system, the file name of the most up-to-date version 
remains the same and only the most up-to-date version will be kept as a whole, so 
the RESAgent does not need to notify all related RESAgents in the project group. 
Moreover，the date and time of the modification will be displayed in the file ofthe 
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most up-to-date version document so as to let all readers notice how many 
versions can be viewed. 
Delete 
TEXT1 TEXT1 
IMAGE1 IMAGE1 Command; Delete 
Content : TEXT2 
Reason : XXXXX 
TEXT2 
从 二 厂 PreviousVersion Modified File 
Add 
TEXT1 TEXT1 
IMAGE1 IMAGE1 Command: Add 
Content : TEXT2 
Reason XXXXX 
TEXT2 
^°Vere^on^^^ Previous Version Modified File 
Figure 29 The Modified Commands : Add and Delete 
In the system, the user not only notices how many versions are kept, but 
also is able to request the re-construction of a versioned document. In order to 
support this feature, a common clock is used by all RESAgents because the 
modified date and time will be used to keep the chronological order in the 
different versions and the RESAgents may come from different time regions. 
Moreover, in Figure 30，the NeedleAgent which accepts a user's request to 
generate a query and retrieve a versioned document from the related RESAgent is 
presented. In Figure 31，there is a scenario of re-constructing a versioned 
document. I f the user selects the version <NOV15_1900>, the NeedleAgent will 
ask the related RESAgents to collect the most up-to-date version and all modified 
files since NOV 15, 7 p.m. The NeedleAgent then processes the modified files one 
by one; at the end, the versioned document is re-constructed temporarily and is 
shown to the user. 
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Based on the design of MUSAS presented in the previous chapter, we 
have implemented the entire system in the JAVA language. In this section, some 
techniques adopted in the implementation ofMUSAS are explained in detail. And 
the class diagrams and the programmer's guide are given in the Appendices B and 
C. 
4. 1 The Project Builder 
First of all, in the Project Builder, the procedure of flow creation and 
object deletion needs to specify a method of object selection. In order to simplify 
the procedure of the selection, we have adopted boundary selection. In our design, 
the shape of the page object and the media object is a rectangle, so the user needs 
to move the mouse's cursor inside the boundary of the rectangle and click there to 
indicate the selected object. However, it is hard to select a flow because it is line-
shaped, so we have set the fault tolerance to 5 pixels in both sides of the flow 
object to form a rectangle-shaped boundary in the flow selection, as illustrated in 
Figure 32 . 
S*ltct*d Boundary ^^^ri\ C^ 
\ t I 6pix.ls 
Y [ 5pix.ls 
Figure 32 The Fault Tolerance ofthe Flow Selection 
Secondly，in the control panel of the Project Builder, the user can press 
one button at the same time. However, in JAVA, there is no control in a group of 
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buttons, so we need to create a method resetPressButton in the class StoryBoard 
which marks the last pressed button and calls the method paintRaised in the class 
Button to reset this button when the user clicks on any other buttons on the 
control panel. Moreover, in the Project Builder, there are two create modes. One 
is Project Detail which allows the user to build the structure of a project and the 
other is Page Detail which allows the user to build the content of a page. Thus 
some buttons are active in the Project Detail and some are active in the Page 
Detail. This control method is implemented in the methods pageFunction and 
detail Function in the class StoryBoard which uses the methods disable and 
enable in the class Button to avoid the user's invalid input. 
Moreover, in the Project Builder, after the user has finished the project 
storyboard, he will press the Done Button in the control panel to save everything 
in files. In order to utilize the advantage of the Internet, the project storyboard will 
be converted into a HTML file. Each project storyboard has a project HTML file 
which contains the information of the project's structure and several storyboard 
HTML files which contain the information of the page's contents. Inside the 
HTML files, the differences between the project HTML and the storyboard 
HTML are the "CODE" and the "PARAM". The "CODE" is used to indicate the 
name of the executable application. In here, the project HTML will use the class 
drawPROJ whereas the storyboard HTML will use the class drawSB. 
In addition, the "PARAM" in the project HTML is different from that in 
the storyboard HTML. In the project HTML, ifthe name of"PARAM" is "Page", 
the first two elements are the coordination of page. And the rest of the elements 
are the page's number, the existing view, the physical order in storage, and the 
page number of the first page which is indicated by the fourth element. On the 
other hand, if the name of "PARAM" is "Flow", the first two elements are the 
page's number of the starting page and the destination page respectively. Then 
the third and fourth elements are the existing view and the page number ofthe first 
page which is indicated by the fourth element. In the storyboard HTML file, each 
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"PARAM" represents one media object. The first two elements are the 
coordination of the left hand top corner of the boundary, and the next two are the 
coordination of the right hand bottom corner of the boundary. Then the fifth 
element is the type of media object, the sixth element is the page number. 
Furthermore, the last two are the media object's number (the seventh element), 
and the description of this media object (the eighth element) respectively. The 
following examples are that of a project HTML file, a storyboard HTML file and 
their visual displays in their own executed applications in Figure 33 and Figure 34. 




<APPLET CODEBASE="." CODE="drawPROJ.class" WIDTH=600 HEIGHT=500 > 
<PARAM name='Title" value="ProJ1"> 
<PARAM name="PageO" value="45:95:0:1:0:-1 :ProJ1 PO.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page1" value="157:97:1:1:1:-1 :ProJ1 P1 .html"> 
<PARAM name="Page2" value="30:30:1:2:2:1"> 
<PARAM name="Page3" value="149:33:3:2:3:1:ProJ1P3.html"> 
<PARAM name="FlowO" value="2:3:2:1"> 








<APPLET CODEBASE="." CODE="drawSB.class" WIDTH=600 HEIGHT=500 > 
<PARAM name="Title" value="ProJ1P1"> 
<PARAM name="TextO" value="55:21:363:337:1:1:0:Hello1 "> 
<PARAM name="Text1" value="23:349:195:401:1:1:1 :Hello4"> 
<PARAM name="lmageO" value="379:27:515:265:2:1:0:Hello2"> 
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Figure 33 The Class drawPROJ Displaying the Project HTML 
File Named “ProJl.html” 
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Figure 34 The Class drawSB Displaying a Storyboard HTML 
File named “ProJPl.html” 
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4. 2 The Timetable Editor 
As we know, the number of days in each month is different, so we have 
decided to change the icon's images in the Timetable Editor instead of changing 
the size of the window if the user selects a new date. In Figure 35，there is the 
Date Panel which is composed of 42 grids. We have set the number of row to six 
because this is the maximum number of rows in a month. Besides, we need to find 
the position of the empty grids and use the Soother icon to occupy these grids. So 
in the method updateCal in the class Calendar, the method setFirstDat is called to 
find the position of the first day of the selected month. Then a for loop is used to 
fill up the empty grids, as illustrated below : 
int firstday = setFirstDayQ； 
for (int 1=1;丨 < firstday; 1++) 
imageButtons[l].setlmage (Sootherlmage); 
StMI _ twf 彻这 Th« I^ Kl S^t mmmmmmm 塵289邏11雙 
fiMjJlffliltl 
••••麵蘧遍 邏邏戧11_麗_ 
B l B M B B M B i 
Figure 35 The Date Panel 
As mentioned before, the Timetable Editor is used to record the user's 
appointments and to provide these information during the task assignment. Each 
date will have its own file. In the file, each line represents an appointment. Each 
appointment consists of a starting time，an ending time, and a description. In the 
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internal storage, we use a floating-point number to store the time. In the GUI, it 
will convert the floating point format "hour.minute" into the normal time format 
"hour:minute". These parts are separated by a special token "!@!". In practice, the 
Timetable Editor calls the method formFileName which converts the current date 
into a special format of the file's name "MonthDate_Year.log" and the method 
getSchedule which searches the file in the local machine. If the file is not found, it 
is recognized that there is no appointment on this day. Otherwise, the method 
processContent is called to separate the retrieved information into several 
appointments and store them in the corresponding time slot. In the following, 
there is an example of the Timetable Editor's file format: 
In th file "Apr5_1997.log": 
!@!8.30!@!10.30!@!ProJ1 Meeting 
!@!10.45!@!11.00!@!Call Helen 
!@!16.01!@!16.59!@!Tea with Peter 
!@!12.00!@!13.00!@!Lunch with Paul Law 
4. 3 The Multi-agents Architecture 
In Figure 36，there is the Multi-agents Panel which is used to activate the 
RESAgent, the SalesAgent, and the WatcherAgent. In this control panel, all 
buttons are an instance of the state button which is an extension of the class 
ImageButton. Each state button has a series of images. The next image in the 
series is displayed after the button has been activated. Here, there are four state 
buttons. Each set has four images. The first set is used to activate different agents. 
And the remainding three sets are the panels of the WatcherAgent, the 
SalesAgent, and the RESAgent respectively, as illustrated in Figure 37. Although 
this technique is not used in the class prjBuilder and drawPROJ, its advantage is 
fully utilized in here. Normally, every time we want to change the image buttons 
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in the control panel, we need to select the images and assign them to the buttons 
one by one. However, with the help of the class StateButton, we can change the 
current panel to the next panel by one statement: 
for (int I=1; I <= numOfButton; 1++) 
stateButton[I].nextImage(); 
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4. 4 The WatcherAgent 
In order to have a concrete relationship between the editor and the authors 
in the E-AsH, each node has a HTML file named "GroupInfo.html". In the 






Group Leader: <P> 
<a href="http://solar6.cs.cuhk.hk"> Steve </a> <p> 
Fundamental Members: <P> 




This file contains the name and location of the fundamental editor, the 
fundamental authors and the frequently-contacted persons. At regular intervals, 
the WatcherAgent will open the connection to its server and send a message 
“GET /GroupInfo.html HTTP/1.0\r\n\r\n" to update the information in the 
"GroupInfo.html". According to the locations given in the file, it will contact all 
servers in the list so as to update the information from their "GroupInfo.html". 
4.5 The SalesAgent 
The execution of the SalesAgent is quite similar to that of the 
WatcherAgent except that the SalesAgent sends one more message "GET 
/Task/AllPrjs.html HTTP/1.0\r\n\r\n" to each server to request the file named 
"AllPrjs.htmr. In our design, the file "AllPrjs.html" is used to store the locations 





<a href="http://pc89124.cs.cuhk.hkn"ask/ProJ1/Proj1.html"> Project1 Jun 26, 1997 
!UnderConstructing! </a> <p> 
<a href="http://pc89124.cs.cuhk.hkrrask/ProJ1/Prj1.htmr'> Project2 Jan 2, 1992 
!UnderConstructed! </a> <p> 
<a href="http://pc89124.cs.cuhk.hkrrask/ProJ1/Prj1.html"> Project3 Jan 2, 1999 </a> <p> 
</body> 
</html> 
During the execution, only the under-construction projects will be 
reported. This job is performed by the method getNewTasks in the class Surf In 
this method, there are two filters. One is the condition of a if-statement: 
IF responeLine has the string "UnderConstructed" 
And the other is the class PrjDate: 
IF the date of projectDate is after the date of today 
The second filter is used to exclude all projects with deadlines that have already 
passed. 
4.6 The RESAgent 
Before starting the task assignment, the RESAgent needs to obtain the 
information of the project and the corresponding project group. According to the 
location in the file "AlU^rjs.html", the information of the project can be retrieved 
from the file "ProJ.html" and the information of the project group can be retrieved 
from the file "PrjGrp.html". Then，based on the locations in the file "PrjGrp.html", 
the RESAgent will send a message to their servers to request the.total available 
times. 
After that, the RESAgent uses the class RESAschedule to start the task 
assignment. The task assignment is executed by the methods PrjAssignGrp, 
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successThrowJob, incMaxLock, tryAssign, and doAssign. (See the pseudo code 
below) 
boolean PrjAssignGrp ( ) 
BEGIN 
I as Integer 
1 = 0 
DO WHILE I is small than the size of tasks list 
IF the lth task has not been assigned yet 
IF not successThrowJob(l) 
increment MaxLock 





boolean successThrowJob (X as Integer) 
BEGIN 
I as Integer 
1 = 0 
DO WHILE I is small than the size of group list 
IF maxLock is biggerthan the lth element of AssignFlag 
IF tryAssign(l, X) 
Assign the Xth task of tasks list to the lth 
person of group list 





boolean tryAssign (I as Integer, X as Integer) 
BEGIN 
Calculate the total available working hours of the Xth person of group 
list 
IF the total available working hours is bigger than or equal to the 





First of all, the method PrjAssignGrp picks a task from the project one by 
one and assigns it to the project authors. Then the method success7JirowJob finds 
a project author whose total available time is bigger than the working hour ofthe 
selected task. I f the method successThrowJob finds an author successfully, the 
method doAssign is called to do the task assignment. In this algorithm ofthe task 
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assignment, a fair policy is considered. The variable maxLock records the 
minimum number of tasks assigned to an author and the array AssignFlag stores 
the number of tasks assigned to each author. After an author obtains a task, his 
AssignFlag will be incremented by one. In each round of the task assignment, if an 
author's AssignFlag is bigger than maxLock, he will be excluded in the task 
assignment. However, if the method successThrowJoh cannot find an author 
eventually, the method incMaxLock is called to release the restriction so as to 
increase the number of candidates in the next round of the task assignment. 
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5 Case Study 
In this chapter, we use the "Network Marketing" example to describe the 
work flow of MUSAS so as to explain the functionality of the system. After the 
project editor receives ajob, he will use the Project Builder to create the project 
storyboard. In the GUI, the XY-axis contains the main stream of the project and 
the YZ-axis contains the extensions of the specified pages. First of all, he needs to 
know the total number of pages in this project. In this example, there are seven 
pages. In the XY-axis, the editor will create the first five pages and the 
corresponding flows, then he selects the fourth page and presses the View Button 
to enter the YZ-axis of the fourth page. In here, the editor will create the last two 
pages. Figure 38 shows the structure of the project "Network Marketing". 
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Figure 38 The Structure of the Project "Network Marketing" 
in the XY-axis 
After completing the structure, the editor will then construct the content 
of each page. For example, in the first page, there are two Text objects, one Image 
object, and one Music object. The editor needs to select the page and press the 
Detail Button to enter the Page Detail mode. In the Page Detail mode, the editor 
can create the Text objects, the Image objects , the Music objects, and the Movie 
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objects. Figure 39 shows the completed content of page one. When an object is 
being created, the editor needs to specify the position and the boundary of this 
object; at the same time, a dialog box will pop up to ask for the description of this 
object, as illustrated in Figure 40. 
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Figure 39 The Completed Content of the Page One 
After completing the project storyboard, the editor presses the Done 
Button for saving to files. The contents of the files which contain the structure of 
the project "Network Marketing" and the detail of page one are shown in the 
followings : 
The file containing the structure of the project "Network Marketing": 
<HTML> 
<TITLE>ProJ1<n"ITLE> 
<BODY><APPLET CODEBASE="." CODE="drawPROJ.class" WIDTH=600 
HEIGHT=500 > 
<PARAM name="Title" value="ProJ1"> 
<PARAM name="PageO" value="40:51:0:1:0:-1 :ProJ1 PO.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page1" value="158:50:1:1:1:-1 :ProJ1 P1 .html"> 
<PARAM name="Page2" value="254:50:2:1:2:-1 :ProJ1 P2.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page3" value="344:50:3:1:3:-1 :ProJ1 P3.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page4" value="455:52:4:1:4:-1 :ProJ1 P4.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page5" value="30:30:3:2:5:3"> 
<PARAM name="Page6" value="121:31:6:2:6:3:ProJ1 P6.html"> 
<PARAM name="Page7" value="253:38:7:2:7:3:ProJ1P7.html"> 
<PARAM name="FlowO" value="0:1:1:-1"> 
<PARAM name="Flow1" value="1:2:1:-1"> 
<PARAM name="Flow2" value="2:3:1:-1"> 
<PARAM name="Flow3" value="3:4:1:-1"> 
<PARAM name="Flow4" value="5:6:2:3"> 
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<PARAM name="Flow5" value="6:7:2:3"> 
</APPLET></BODY></HTML> 
The detail of page one: 
<HTML> 
<TITLE>ProJ1PO<n"ITLE> 
<BODY><APPLET CODEBASE="." CODE="drawSB.class" WIDTH=600 HEIGHT=500 > 
<PARAM name="Title" value="ProJ1P0"> 
<PARAM name="TextO" value="85:17:456:81:1:0:0:Network Global 
Font Size is 30 
Style is Bold"> 
<PARAM name="Text1" value="86:341:442:378:1:0:1 :Marketing Banner"> 
<PARAM name="lmageO" value="88:96:444:333:2:0:0:Earth Image"> 
<PARAM name="MusicO" value="9:6:69:125:3:0:0:Background Music 
type is royal"> 
</APPLET></BODY></HTML> 
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Figure 40 The Dialog Box for the Description o f the TextO 
Object in Page One. 
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Figure 41 The Current Situation ofthe E -AsH 
Through the Multi-agents Panel, the editor can activate the WatcherAgent 
to observe the situation ofhis E-AsH. According to the list shown in Figure 41, he 
can send mails to invite them to make proposals to the project "Network 
Marketing". Actually, the WatcherAgent acquires the information of the 
fundamental group from the file “GroupInfo.html” The content of the 






Group Leader: <P> 
<a href="http://solar6.cs.cuhk.hk"> Steve </a> <p> 
Fundamental Members: <P> 
<a href="http://swan.cs.cuhk.hk"> Fat Boy </a> <P> 
<a href="http://solar5.cs.cuhk.hk"> Mary </a> <P> 





In our design, the group authors do not need to know the location of the 
project because the location of all projects will be stored in the file "AlLPrjs.html". 
The only thing they need to know is the name of the project. An example of the 




<a href="http://pc89124.cs.cuhk.hkrrask/ProJ1/Proj1.html"> Project1 Jun 26, 1997 
!UnderConstructed! </a> <p> 
<a href="http://pc89124.cs.cuhk.hkn"ask/ProJ1/Proj152.html"> Project152 Jan 2, 1997 
</a> <p> 




After receiving the invitation from the project editor, the authors can use 
any Internet Browser to access the project storyboard. From the web page shown 
in Figure 42，the author can access one of the projects. For example, the author 
selects Project 1 which is "Network Marketing". Then the author can retrieve the 
structure of the project, as illustrated in Figure 43. Here, the author can select one 
of the pages and read its content. For example, in Figure 44, there is the content 
of page one. And also, the author can select one of the media objects on the 
screen to see the description. 
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Figure 42 The Web Page "AllPrjs.hmtr 
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Figure 44 The Page Detail of Page One in the 
Project "Network Marketing，， 
After the project meeting, the final version of the project storyboard for 
the project "Network Marketing" has been completed. Before the task 
assignment, the editor will wait for the people to apply for the job. I f the editor 
receives the mail for the application, he will store the information of the applicants 
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in the file “ProJlGrp.html，’. An example ofthe content ofthe file "ProJlGrp.html" 
is given as follows: 
<html> 
<title> 
Project 1 Project Member 
</title> 
<body> 
Group Leader: <P> 
<a href="http://solar6.cs.cuhk.hk"> Steve </a> <p> 
Fundamental Members : <P> 
<a href="http://swan.cs.cuhk.hk"> Fat Boy </a> <P> 
<a href="http://solar5.cs.cuhk.hk"> Mary </a> <P> 




According to the content of this file, the RESAgent will begin the task 
assignment. In this example, there are four applicants and nineteen tasks. By using 
the algorithm in the task assignment, the suggestion given by the RESAgent is 
given in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45 Task Assignment for the Project 
"Network Marketing，，as Suggested by the 
RESAgent 
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6 Future Work 
In the current stage, the Project Builder, the Project Detail, the Timetable 
Editor, the RESAgent, the WatcherAgent, and the SalesAgent have already been 
implemented. However, some parts such as the NeedleAgent and the file 
management are not implemented or modified, but these will not affect the 
performance of the entire system to support the multi-user environment. The 
procedure of installation, the user's manual and the programmer's guide are given 
in the Appendix. 
In the future, some additional features could be implemented. First of all, 
our development work to this stage has been primarily concerned with the 2-D 
storyboard-based authoring. As 3-D graphics become more widely supported, a 3-
D storyboard-based authoring environment will be needed. Actually, some 
scenarios are hard to handle in the 2-D storyboard-based authoring environment. 
In Figure 46，there is a page called Page3 which is in YZ-axis ofPagel. Ifthere is 
a link in Page3 which can go to another page called Page6 in YZ-axis ofPage 5，it 
is not easy to observe that there is a connection from Page3 to Page6. If the 3-D 
storyboard-based authoring environment is used, this scenario can easily be 
observed. In other words, all possible paths in the presentation are visually shown 
to the producer. 
Most commercial authoring systems use visual programming or scripting 
language to define the input and link association for the presentation. In multi-user 
authoring, they can be used as constraints in the process of production. Even, the 
editor can use it to evaluate the performance of each author. In order to achieve 
this goal, we can define a set of knowledge domain and implement a rule 
generator so that it can analyze the description ofthe media object and the scripts 
to generate the specific rules. 
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Besides, the scheduling algorithm in the current RESAgent is not 
sophisticated enough due to the fact that it considers the fair policy only. Hence, 
there is a need for a better scheduling algorithm which can optimize the fair policy, 
the best team, the shortest duration of production, and a reasonable algorithm 
complexity. 
In MUSAS, after completing the task assignment, project authors may 
want to use existing authoring tools such as Director or Authorware to implement 
the project. However, under this approach, the rules of the storyboard authoring 
approach cannot be enforced automatically. When the project editor collects the 
completed documents from his project authors and links them up, he needs to 
validate each of them. On the other hand, we can implement our own authoring 
tool which can enforce the rules and use the existing authoring tools to present the 
end products. There are several suggestions for the implementation. First of all, 
the rules of the storyboard authoring approach must be able to be added or deleted 
easily. Secondly, the document validation must be real-time. This would allow 
MUSAS to follow the project storyboard to integrate the collected documents. 
Y 
Page 5 -Page 6 /r^^ 
/ Page 1 • Page 3 
X 
Figure 46 A Scenario ofthe Problem of2D GUI 
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7 Conclusion 
In the 1970s and 1980s, the emergence of the personal computer led to a 
tremendous increase in personal productivity and creativity. At the same time, the 
personal computer was seen to be a reaction to the overloaded and frustrating 
timesharing systems of the day. These resulted in the development of cooperative 
tools. 
Now the introduction of local- and wide-area networks into the personal 
computer environment and the development of mail systems are leading towards 
some of the directions explored on the earlier systems. However, some of the 
experiences of those earlier pioneering systems should be considered anew in 
evolving newer collaborative environments. In our work, we have developed a 
system called MUSAS that provides tools for the asynchronous collaboration 
among teams distributed geographically. 
In MUSAS, there are the E-AsH, the Storyboard-based Authoring System, 
and the Multi-agents Architecture. The E-AsH is used to organize people to form 
the editor-authors relationship. Within the E-AsH, the editor uses the Storyboard-
based Authoring System to produce a project plan. A Multi-agents Architecture 
has been adopted in MUSAS so as to obtain a better organization among authors. 
In the Multi-agents Architecture, there are four agent types which are designed to 
maximize the utilization of the resource, to maintain the reliability of the E-AsH, 
and to support the multi-versioning of the multimedia document. 
All in all, our original goal was to apply MUSAS to any authoring 
approach so as to support the multi-user environment. In the current study, the 
storyboard-based approach is adopted due to the fact that it is easier to adapt the 
E-AsH and more obvious to show the advantage of MUSAS. We believe that a 
multi-user authoring system must take into account both the hierarchy of the 
authoring process and the multi-user environment. Hence, the E-AsH used in this 
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system can satisfy the former requirement while the storyboard-based system and 
the Multi-agents Architecture can satisfy the latter. 
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Appendix A Installation Procedure 
Requirements : 
Because the current version is a prototype, you must have an UNIX 
account to store the timetable and storyboard. Moreover, you need to install 
JAVA in PC or UNIX. 
Installation Procedure : 
This system is implemented by using JAVA, so the JDK must be installed 
first. The package of JDK can be downloaded from the web site 
"http://www.javasoft.com/". After installing JDK, you create the directory named 
"MUSAS". Then you go to the MUSAS directory and decompress the file 
"MUSAS.zip". Then the installation is completed. 
Execution Procedure : 
Before executing the system, you go to the directory named "webserver" 
to execute the MUSAS's server. The command is "java BasicWebServer". The 
server's directory starts from the directory "htdoc". 
After that, you go to the MUSAS's directory and type "java run" to start 
the MUSAS system. 
Miscellaneous : 
As mentioned above, the system is a prototype, so you need to do file 
management manually. 
In the MUSAS, the Timetable Editor and Project Builder adopt the FTP 
Protocol to store output files in the UNIX account. So you need to change the 
machine's name, user name, password, and the destination directory in the file 
"schedule.java" and "StoryBoard.java". Before the execution, you must compile 
these two files again. 
After using Timetable Editor, the newly created files will be stored in 
UNIX under the directory named "webserver/htdocs/Sch". You need to copy all 
files to your PC under the directory named "webserver/htdocs/Sch". 
And also, every time you create a set of storyboard, it will be stored in file 
"ProJl.html" in UNIX under the directory named "www/test". So you need to 
give a new name to this project and create a new directory in PC under the 
directory named "webserver/htdocs/Task". Then you copy all files to the newly 
created directory and update the file "AllPrjs.html". 
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Appendix B The User's Manual 
l.The MUSAS 
After executing the MUSAS, a main window will be shown on the screen, 
as illustrated in Figure 47. The leftmost button is used to activate the Project 
Builder and the second one is used to activate the Internet Explorer to access the 
"AllPrjs.html" file. Through this web page, the user can use the Project Viewer to 
observe the detail of the project. Moreover, the third button is used to activate the 
Timetable Editor. And the last one is used to activate the Multi-agents Panel. 
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Figure 47 The MUSAS Panel 
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2. The Project Builder 
The Project Builder is an important component in the MUSAS system. In 
Figure 48，there is the main panel of the Project Builder. It contains a top panel 
and a drawing board. Its main fiinction is to create a set of storyboards for a 
project. Now, there are two modes of creation. One is the project mode which 
allows the user to create the page and flow objects. And the other is the page 
mode which allows the user to create the multimedia objects and give the 
corresponding description. In the current version, four types of the media object 
are supported: TEXT, EVLAGE, SOUND, MOVffi. In E-AsH, only the editor will 
have the right to use the Project Builder. In the design, the editor can use any kind 
ofbrowser to execute this tool. However, because of the long download time, it is 
modified to a standalone application in the current version. 
After a set of storyboards is completed, it will be sent to its own server and 
converted into HTML files for display to the project authors. And the project 
authors can use any existing Internet browser to read these pages. 
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Figure 49 The Functions ofthe Project Builder 
Figure 49 depicts the functions of the Project Builder. In the followings, 
the manipulation of each function is given. 
1. The Page Button 
The Page Button is used to create a storyboard page and is used in the 
project mode. The user can create a page in anywhere on the board. The 
procedure is as follows. First of all, the user clicks the Page button. Then the 
user moves the mouse to a suitable place and clicks. In Figure 50, a small 
rectangle and page number will be drawn. 
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Figure 50 Page Creation 
2. The Flow Button 
The Flow Button is used to create a flow between two pages and is used in 
the project mode. First of all, the user clicks the Flow Button. Then the user 
moves the mouse to within the boundary of the starting page and clicks. After 
that, the user moves the mouse to within the boundary ofthe destination page 
and clicks, as illustrated in Figure 51. At that time, a line will be drawn from 
the starting page to the destination page, as illustrated in Figure 52. Ifthe user 
clicks outside the boundary of any page, the flow selection will fail. 
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Figure 51 The Flow Creation - Step 1 
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Figure 52 The Flow Creation - Step 2 
3. The Cut Button 
The Cut Button is used to delete objects and is used in the project mode and 
page mode. The user clicks the Cut Button after moving the mouse over the 
object to be deleted. If the user wants to delete a rectangle-shaped object such 
as a page, or any media object, the user must move the mouse inside the 
boundary of the object. If the user wants to delete a flow, the user can move 
the mouse inside the selected boundary of a flow. 
4. The View Button 
The View Button is used to swith the view between the XY-axis and the YZ-
axis, and is also used in the project mode. Figure 54 shows the procedure of 
changing views. Firstly, the user resets all buttons in the top panel (that means 
no button is pressed down). After the system enters the selection mode, the 
user moves the mouse to the inside boundary of any page in the XY-axis view 
and clicks. Then the user presses down the View Button; at the same time, the 
selected page will enter the YZ-axis view. And, the icon of View Button will 
change to YZ. If the user wants to return to the XY-axis view, then he can 
press the View Button once. 
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2. Press View 
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Figure 54 The Procedure of Changing View 
5. The Detail Button 
The Detail Button is used to change mode between the project mode and the 
page mode. It allows the user to write down some information of a page. 
Figure 55 shows the procedure of changing mode. First of all, the user resets 
all buttons in the Top Panel. After the system enters the selection mode, the 
user moves the mouse to the inside boundary of any page and clicks. Then the 
system will shift to Page Detail of the selected page. In the Page Detail, the 
user has four choices of media objects : Text, Image, Music, and Movie. And 
the user can set the position and description of a media object. 
6. The Text Button 
The Text Button is used to create a Text Object. The procedure is as follows. 
First of all, the user presses the Text Button. Then the user moves the mouse 
to a suitable place and clicks to position the left hand top comer ofthis media 
object. After that, the user keeps pressing the mouse button and drags to 
define the area of this object. When the user releases the mouse button, the 
position of the right hand bottom of this object is set. At that time, a dialog 
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box is popped up to ask the user to write down the description of this object, 
as illustrated in Figure 55. 
2. Press Detail 
Button 
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Figure 54 The Procedure of Changing between Project 
Detail and Page Detail 
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Figure 55 The Dialog Box of a TEXT Object 
7. The Image Button 
The Image Button is used to create an Image Object. The procedure is as 
follows. First of all, the user presses the Image Button. Then he moves the 
mouse to a suitable place and clicks. It is the position of the left hand top 
corner ofthis media object. After that, he keeps pressing the mouse button and 
drags to define the area of this object. When the user releases the mouse 
button, the position of the right hand bottom of this object is set. At that time， 
a dialog box same as that in the TEXT Object is popped up to ask the user to 
write down the description of this object. 
8. The Music Button 
The Music Button is used to create a Music Object. The procedure is as 
follows. First of all, the user presses the Music Button. Then the user moves 
the mouse to a suitable place and clicks. It is the position of the left hand top 
corner of this media object. After that, the user keeps pressing the mouse 
button and drags to define the area of this object. When the user releases the 
mouse button, the position of the right hand bottom of this object is set. At 
that time, a dialog box same as that in the TEXT Object is popped up to ask 
the user to write down the description ofthis object. 
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9. The Movie Button 
The Movie Button is used to create a Movie Object. The procedure is as 
follows. First of all, the user presses the Movie Button. Then he moves the 
mouse to a suitable place and clicks. It is the position of the left hand top 
corner of this media object. After that, the user keeps pressing the mouse 
button and drags to define the area of this object. When the user releases the 
mouse button, the position of the right hand bottom of this object is set. At 
that time, a dialog box same as that in the TEXT Object is popped up to ask 
the user to write down the description of this object. 
10. The Done Button 
The Done Button is used to store the project storyboard in files. On the 
server-side, the project storyboard will be stored in a HTML file which is 
named as "ProJX.html" and the storyboards will be separated into several 
HTML files which are named as "ProJXPY.html". All files are linked by 
hyperlinks, so the user can use any Internet browser to read the project 
storyboard. (X and Y represent any number). 
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3. The Project Viewer 
The Project Viewer is used to view the structure and the storyboards of a 
project. After the project editor has completed the project planing, the Project 
Builder will construct the HTML files which are exported to the machine of the 
project editor through FTP. For a project, there are two kinds ofHTML files. One 
is the project HTML file and the other is the storyboard HTML file. 
The Project Viewer consists of two applications - one is Project Detail and 
other is Page Detail. Figure 56 shows the Project Detail which is used to view the 
structure of the project. And in Figure 57，the Page Detail which is used to view 
the content of each storyboard is shown. 
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Figure 56 The Project Detail Accessed 
from a Project HTML File 
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Figure 57 The Page Detail Accessed from a 
Storyboard HTML File 
In the followings, the description of each function will be given : 
A. The Project Detail 
1. The View Button 
The View Button is used to change view between XY-axis and YZ-axis. In 
Figure 58, the procedure of changing view is depicted. First of all, the user 
moves the mouse to the inside boundary of any page in XY-axis view and 
clicks. Then the user presses down the View Button; at the same time, the 
selected page will enter in YZ-axis view of that page. And also, the icon of 
View Button will change to YZ. 
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Figure 58 Shifting from XY-View to YZ-View 
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2. The Go Button 
The Go Button is used to control the broswer to go to the selected 
storyboard HTML file. First of all, the user moves the mouse to the inside 
boundary of any page and clicks. Then the user presses down the Go Button; at 
the same time, the browser will go to the selected HTML file, as illustrated in 
Figure 59. 
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Figure 59 Jumping from a Project 
HTML File to a Storyboard HTML File 
B. The Page Detail 
In the user interface of the Page Detail, the user can select any media 
object to view its description. The procedure is as follows-. First of all, the user 
moves the mouse to the inside boundary of any media objects and clicks. Then a 
dialog box will be popped up and show the description. Ifthe user wants to close 
the dialog box, he can click the OK Button. For example, in Figure 60, the user 
moves the mouse inside the boundary of"TextO" and clicks, a dialog box for the 
description of"TextO" will be shown. 
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4. The Timetable Editor 
In the MUSAS, the Timetable Editor is responsible for keeping the user's 
timetable. And also, during the task assignment, the RESAgent will send the 
available time slots which are kept in the Timetable Editor's log file to the project 
editor. 
The Timetable Editor allows the user to schedule his business. Through the 
Timetable Editor, the user can view and edit the timetable. When the Timetable 
Editor is activated, the user will see the user interface as in Figure 61. On the left 
hand side, there is the Calendar Panel, and on the right hand side, there is the 
Scheduler Panel. It can be said that the Calendar Panel is the control panel because 
any buttons pressed in the Year Panel will change the current date and invoke the 
corresponding schedule. 
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Figure 61 The Timetable Editor 
In Figure 62，there is the Calendar Panel. It consists of three parts : the 
Year Panel, the Date Panel, and the Today Panel. Year panel is the top part ofthe 
Calendar Panel. The current year is shown in the middle. Besides this, there are 
two buttons which can change the current year. One is Backward Year Button and 
the other is Forward Year Button. The Date Panel is composed of several Day 
Buttons and uses a pig icon to indicate the current date. Moreover, the Today 
Panel is in the bottom part of the Calendar Panel. When the user clicks on the 
Today Button, it is going to reset the Timetable Editor. In other words, the 
current date will become today. ， 79 
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Figure 62 The Calendar Pand 
Besides, in Figure 63, there is the Scheduler Panel. The Scheduler Panel is 
used to show the timetable of a day. The timetable is divided into ten sections 
from 8:00 to 17:00. Each hour section represents one hour. In the section, a duck 
icon is used if there is no appointment. Otherwise, a clock icon is used. Ifthe user 
clicks any buttons (duck, or clock icon) in the Calendar Panel, a Business Editor 
will be displayed to allow the user to write down his business. 
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Figure 63 The Scheduler Panel 
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In the followings, the description of each function will be given. 
A. The Calendar Panel 
1. The Backward Year Button 
The Backward Year Button is on the left hand side ofthe Calendar Panel. 
Its responsibility is to control the year displayed on the Year Panel. When this 
button is clicked, the panel will show the previous year. 
2. The Forward Year Button 
The Forward Year Button is on the right hand side ofthe Calendar Panel. 
Its responsibility is to control the year displayed on the Year Panel. When this 
button is clicked, the panel will show the next year. 
3. The Day Button 
The Day Button is the main element in the Date Panel. The Date Panel, 
which is the same as the normal calendar we use at home, shows the whole month 
from Sunday at the leftmost to Saturday at the rightmost. The days of month are 
represented by the Day icons. Moreover, in order to avoid reshaping the window's 
size, the Date Panel is composed of 42 grids (6 x 7). When a Day Button is 
clicked, a Pig icon occupies that grid to represent the selected day. Besides, the 
empty grids are occupied by the Soother icons. 
4. The Today Button 
The Today Button is at the bottom of the Calendar Panel. Its responsibility 
is to reset the current day back to the date of today. 
B. The Business Editor (Figure 64) 
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When the user clicks any button in the Scheduler Panel, the Business 
Editor will pop up to allow the user to view and edit the time table. Different 
buttons will make the Business Editor to display the information of appointments 
within the specified time slot. If there is no appointment, a message "No Entry!" 
will be shown as in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65 The Business Editor with no Appointment 
1. The Forward Button 
The Forward Button is used to display the information of the next 
appointment. Ifthe user clicks it, the information ofthe next appointment will be 
shown if any. If the current appointment is the last one, the next appointment will 
be the first one. > 
2. The Backward Button 
TheForward Button is used to control the information of the previous 
appointment. Ifthe user clicks it, the information ofthe previous appointment will 
be shown if any. If the current appointment is the first one, the next appointment 
will be the last one. 
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3. The Cut Button 
The Cut Button is used to delete an appointment. First of all, the user can 
use the Forward Button, or the Backward Button to select the target appointment. 
Then the user clicks the Cut Button and the current appointment which is 
displayed in the screen will be deleted. 
4. The Paste Button 
The Paste Button is used to add an appointment. Firstly, the user clicks on 
the Paste Button to enter the creation mode. Then the user needs to give the 
starting time and ending time. If either orie is empty or invalid, an error message 
will be given and the creation is going to fail. If the user wants to edit the 
inforamtion of any appointment, he can move the cursor to that field (startTField, 
endTField, or noteContent) and types. Also, the starting time and ending time will 
be checked. 
5. The Quit Button 
The Quit Button is used to dismiss the Business Editor. 
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5. The Multi-agents Panel 
The Multi-agents Panel is an user interface to allow the user to activate 
the agents, as illustrated in Figure 66. It consists of three parts ; the RESAgent, 
the SalesAgent, and the WatcherAgent. 
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Figure 66 The Multi-agents Panel 
A. The RESAgent 
The main task of the RESAgent is to decompose a project into several 
tasks and send them to colleagues. And also, it will control a web server called 
BasicWebServer to provide the user's information to the SalesAgent, the 
WatcherAgent, and the NeedleAgent. When the Multi-agents Panel is shifted to 
the RESAgent Panel, the system will give a list of the under-construction projects. 
Figure 67 shows the RESAgent Panel which contains four buttons: From Group, 
Next Choice, Choice Confirm, and Return. 
1. The Form Group Button 
The Form Group Button is used to activate the task assignment. The 
procedure is as follows. First of all, the user must click on any one of the under-
construction projects and then press the Form Group Button. After a few 
seconds, the result will be shown on the board. For example, in Figure 68，if it is 
possible to form a group, the authors' names and their locations and their 
responsibilities will be given; otherwise, a message will be popped up to inform 
the user that it is not possible to form a group. 
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Figure 67 The RESAgent Panel 
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Figure 68 The Result Suggested by the RESAgent 
2. The Next Choice Button 
The Next Choice Button is used to ask the agent to give another 
suggestion of the group formation. 
3. The Done Button ‘ 
The Done Button is used to confirm the current suggestion on the board as 
the final choice of the group formation. 
4. The Return Button 
The Return Button is used to retum to the Multi-agents Panel. 
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B. The SalesAgent 
The SalesAgent is used to allow the group editor to increase the job 
opportunity of some authors whose workloads are below average. In the task 
assignment, the policy is not fair enough to balance the workload of all group 
authors. Moreover, the group editor sometimes receives some projects which are 
suitable for his group authors. At that moment, the group editor can use the 
SalesAgent to find some new projects and recommend them to some group 
authors. The SalesAgent provides two actions to collect the information of new 
projects. One is surfing and the other is climbing up. Surfing is to visit some sites 
which are under the group editor in E-AsH. On the other hand, climbing up is to 
visit some sites which are parallel to the group editor. Figure 69 shows the 
SalesAgent Panel which contains four buttons: Group View, Normal Surfing, 
Climb-up Surfing, and Return. 
Group Normal ciimb-up p . 
View Surfing || Sufring || return 
i^UGU^ij^SMHPHMII^iiMMPHMI^I^iMHNMHI^^SSySI 
, . i i _ , t I , I p — g ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
i t o K H Q 
Figure 69 The SalesAgent Panel 
1. The Group View Button 
The Group View Button is used to list all the authors in the fundamental 
group. When the user presses the Group View Button, a list of fundamental 
authors will be shown on the board, as illustrated in Figure 70. 
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Figure 70 A List ofFundamental Authors 
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2. The Normal Surfing Button 
The Normal Surfing Button is used to surf in the E-AsH to search for 
some tasks of the under-construction projects which are suitable for a specific 
author. First of all, the user needs to press the Group View Button to retrieve the 
list of authors. Then he selects a name in the list of authors and presses the 
Normal Surfing Button. The SalesAgent will carry the selected author's 
information to enter the E-AsH. For example, in Figure 71, if the SalesAgent 
finds any suitable tasks, the name and location of the project will be shown on the 
board. 
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Figure 71 A List of Under-construction Projects 
3. The Climb-up Surfing Button 
The function of Climbing-up Surfing is similar to that of Normal Surfing 
except for the starting point. It will start from the fundamental editor of the 
current node. Again, if the SalesAgent finds any suitable tasks, the name and 
location of the project will be shown on the board. 
4. The Return Button 
The Return Button is used to return to the Multi-agents Panel. 
C. The WatcherAgent 
The WatcherAgent is used to organize the E-AsH so as to avoid losing 
contact with other fundamental authors. In E-AsH, the WatcherAgent will contact 
the user's fundamental editor and fundamental authors in at fixed regular intervals. 
In practice, a WatcherAgent will contact its own BasicWebServer to retrieve the 
locations of all fundamental authors. Then it will contact their BasicWebServers 
and retrieve their fundamental authors' information. The information ofthe E-AsH 
recovery will be stored in internal memory. If the machine ofa fundamental author 
is shut down or disconnected from the E-AsH, the WatcherAgent will show the 
possible locations for contacting the fundamental authors of the lost fundamental 
author. Moreover, the WatcherAgent will be able to enable or disable a 
fundamental author, or a project author. When the RESAgent starts the task 
assignment, the disabled authors will be excluded. Figure 72 shows the 
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WatcherAgent Panel which contains four buttons: Watching, Enable Node, 
Disable Node, and Return. 
Watch-~ Enable Disable ^^  , 
M ^ K, . Return ing Node Node 
V V V V 
I I | I I I I I I I I I I W W W M M — — M B 
e S M H a H ^ p i l i Z g i 1 ^ ^ | ^ g j | p 
Figure 72 The WatcherAgent Panel 
1. The Watching Button 
The Watching Button is used to activate the WatcherAgent to watch its 
own E-AsH. After starting the WatcherAgent, it will report the current condition 
of the E-AsH continuously, as illustrated in Figure 73. For example, in Figure 74, 
if anyone in the E-AsH is disconnected suddenly, the WatcherAgent will report 
and give the locations of the disconnected node's fundamental group. 
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Figure 73 The Report ofthe E-AsH 
2. The Enable Node Button 
The Enable Node Button allows the user to activate an author in his own 
E-AsH. 
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3. The Disable Node Button 
The Disable Node Button allows the user to deactivate an author in his 
own E-AsH. 
4. The Return Button 
The Return Button is used to retum to the Multi-agents Panel. 
M M — — ^ 
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Figure 74 The Report of a Disconnected Node 
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Appendix C Class Diagrams 
The important classes in the MUSAS system will be shown in this 
Appendix. In each diagram, the related classes and their relationships with the 
main class are shown. The notations of the class diagram are given in Figure 75. 
Class Icons Abstract Class 
. . - " -； w ；Class Name \ / 






Figure 75 The Notations of the Class Diagram 
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The Timetable Editor 
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The Proiect Detail 
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The Page Detail 
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The RESAgent (b) 
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The WatcherAgent 
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Appendix D The Programmer's Guide 
In this section, the classes implemented in the MUSAS system are shown 
in the alphabetical order. In each class, the attributes and the methods are 
explained briefly. In the followings, the Italic style represents an attribute, the 
Bold style represents a method, and the Italic bold style represents a class. 
public class AgentDate 
Attributes : 
Date thisDate 
-represents a date. 
Vector notAvailableTime 
-is a list ofthe RESATime. 
public static final float niraiOfWorkHr 
-is a constant which represents the total number of working hour in one day. 
Methods : 
public void setDate (String dateString) 
-convert the dateString into the Date and stores in the thisDate. 
public Date retumDate () 
-returns the thisDate. 
public void newVector () 
-allocate memory to the notAvailableTime. 
public void addTimeSlot (String fromString, String toString) 
-creates an instance of the RESATime with the fromString and the toString and adds 
to the notAvailableTime. 
public Vector returnNotAvailableTime () 
-retums the notAvailableTime. 
public float unAvailableTime () 




-stores the starting time ofan appointment. 
String eTime 
-stores the ending time ofan appointment 
String content 
-stores the content ofan appointment. 
Methods: 
public aNote (String sTime, String eTime, String cotent) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the sTime to the this.sTime. 
-assigns the eTime to the this.eTime. 
-assigns the content to the this.content. 
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public class AgentsLoader extends Frame 
Attributes: 
WatcherAgent watcherAgent 
-is an instance of the WatchAgent. 
SalesAgent salesAgent 
-is an instance of the SalesAgent 
RESAgent resAgent 
-is an instance of the RESAgent. 
boolean salesStart 
-is a flag to control the SalesAgent. 
taiage[] firsthnages 
-stores images for the firstButton. 
Ltnage[] secondbnages 
-stores images for the secondButton. 
Lnage[] thirdJmages 
-stores images for the thirdButton. 
Lmage[] fourtMmages 
-stores images for the fourthButton. 
bnageButton firstButton 
-is the first image button. 
bnageButton secondButton 
-is the second image button. 
LmageButton thirdButton 
-is the third image button. 
b:nageButton fourthButton 
-is the fourth image button. 
int PanelState 
-records the state of the user interface : INITPanel, WatcherPanel, SalesPanel, 
ResaPanel. 
public static fmal int MTTPanel 
-is a constant which represents the user interface is in the Multi-agents' Panel, 
public static final mt WatcherPanel 
-is a constant which represents the user interface is m the WatcherAgent's Panel, 
public static final int SalesPanel 
-is a constant which represents the user interface is in the SalesAgent's Panel, 
public static final int ResaPanel 
-is a constant which represents the user interface is in the RESAgent's Panel, 
public static final String firstName[] 
-is a constant array of strings which keeps all file names ofthe firstImages. 
public static final String secondName[] 
-is a constant array of strings which keeps all file names of the secondImages. 
public static final String thirdName[] 
-is a constant array of strings which keeps all file names ofthe thirdImages. 
public static fmal String fourthName[] 
-is a constant array of strings which keeps all file names of the fourthImages. 
Panel topPanel 
-is a panel in the top part ofwindow and contains four image buttons. 
DrawCanvas drawCanvas 
- is a drawing canvas in the middle part of windows to allow the agents to leave 
messages, 
public static final int maxinage 
‘ -is a constant integer which records the number of the images in each image button. 
Methods: 
public AgentsLoader (String title) 
-is a constructor. 
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-sets the title as the title ofwindow. 
-prepares the user interface, 
void changeButtonLnage (int curNum, bnageButton curButton, bnage[] curimage) 
-change the current image of the image button {curButton) to the nth (curNum) 
element ofthe image array (curImage). 
void changeToWhichJmage (int one, int two, int three, int four) 
-changes the current image of the firstButton to the nth (one) element of the 
firstImages. 
-changes the current image of the secondButton to the nth (two) element of the 
secondImages. 
-changes the current image of the thirdButton to the nth (three) element of the 
thirdImages. 
-changes the current image of the fourthButton to the nth (four) element of the 
fourthImages. 
void resetButtontaage () 
-resets all image buttons to the initial state. 
class BlankCanvas extends Canvas 
Methods: 
paint (Graphics g) 
-draw the media objects on the drawing board. 
class Calendar extends Panel 
Attributes: 、 
String weekDay[] 
-keeps an array of string from "Sun" to "Sat". 
int Notleap [] 
-keeps an array of the numbers ofdays in each month in leap year. 
int leap| ] 
-keeps an array ofthe numbers ofdays in each month in non-leap year. 
int selectedDate 
-is used to record the date selected by the user when he clicks one of the buttons in the 
Calendar's panel. 
int selectedYear 
-keeps the current year. 
int selectedMonth 
-keeps the current month. 
int selectedDay 
-keeps the current date. 
taage[ ] images 
-stores images for imageButtons. 
ImageButton[ ] imageButtons 
-are the buttons in the Cakndar's panel. 
Panel dayPanel 
-is a control panel to place the ImageButton. 、 
YearPanel parentPanel 
-is an instance ofthe YearPaneL 
Methods: 
public Calendar (taiage[ ] inLnages, YearPanel panel) 
-makes an instance ofthe YearPanel. 
-prepares the user interface, 
void CreateCalPanel (Date today) 
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-places the ImageButton on the screen, 
void updateCal (Date thisDate) 
-sets the images to each ImageButton. 
public void setYear (int inYear) 
-assigns the inYear to the curYear. 
public void setMonth (int inMonth) 
-assigns the inMonth to the curKionth. 
public void setDate (int inDate) 
-assigns the inDate to the curDate. 
public int nowYear ( ) 
-retums the value ofthe selectedYear. 
public int nowMonth ( ) 
-retums the value ofthe selectedMonth. 
public int nowDate ( ) 
-retums the value ofthe selectedDate. 
public int setFirstDay ( ) 
-retums the correct date of the first day based on the current year and month, 
public int scanNumOfDay ( ) 
-retums the number of days based on the current year and month, 
public boolean leapYear ( ) 
-retums true ifthe current year is leap; otherwise, retums false, 
public void setPig (int I) 
-sets the pig image to the selected ImageButton . 
public boolean handleEvent (Event e) 
-updates the selectedYear, the selectedMonth, and the selectedDate ifthe user clicks on 
one of the ImageButton. 
class CalendarApplet extends Applet 
Attributes : 
YearPanel yp 
-is an instance ofthe YearPanel. 
schedule sch 
-is an instance of the schedule. 
Lmage[ ] imagesCal 
-stores the images for the buttons of the Calendar. 
bnage[ ] imagesArr 
-stores the images for the buttons ofthe YearPanel. 
tnage[ ] imagesIcon 
-stores the images for the buttons of the scheduU. 
bnage[ ] imagesNote 
-stores the images for the buttons ofthe notePanel. 
Methods : 
public void init ( ) 
-sets the color of background. 
-creates an instance of the YearPanel. 
-creates an instance of the schedule. 
public class DrawCanvas extends Canvas 
Attributes: 
int state 
-records the current state of the drawing mode. 
GroupMo gl 
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-is an instance ofthe GroupInfo which stores the information ofthe group leader. 
Grouphifo gm 
-is an instance ofthe GroupInfo which stores the information ofthe group members. 
Groupbifo om 
-is an instance ofthe GroupInfo which stores the information ofthe other members. 
GroupMb someoneSysDown 
-is an instance of the GroupInfo which stores the information of the persons whose 
machines are shut down. 
GroupInfo canContact 
- i s an instance of GroupInfo which stores the information of the persons whose 
machines can re-construct the E-AsH. 
Vector RESATaskList 
-stores the list ofthe projects in hand. 
Vector surfResult 
-stores the results after the execution of the surfing. 
Vector RESAaflerAssign 
-stores the results after the execution of the task assignment, 
public static final int drawPtrX 
-is the initial value ofthe drawing in the x-axis. 
public static final int drawPtrY 
-is the initial value of the drawing in the y-axis. 
public static int counter 
-is the initial value ofthe counter. 
int selectPosition 
-stores the index of the current selection in the list ofthe group members. 
int selectTask 
-stores the index ofthe current selection in the list ofthe projects in hand. 
String message 
-is used to store a message which is shown on the screen. 
Methods: 
public DrawCanvas () 
-sets the color ofbackground . 
public void watchDraw (GroupMo GL, GroupMo GM, GroupMo OM) 
-assigns the GL to the gl. 
-assigns the GM to the gm. 
-assigns the OM to the om. 
public void resetDraw () 
-resets the drawing mode (0) and clears screen, 
public void watchDraw (GroupMo GL, GroupMo GM, GroupLifo OM) 
-assigns the GL to the g/. 
-assigns the GM to the gm. 
-assigns the OM to the om. 
-sets its own drawing mode (1) and calls repaint to draw, 
public GroupMo findSysDown (GroupMo inGroup) 
-searches the inGroup and retums a list ofPeople whose web servers are shut down, 
public void getGroup (GroupMo loseHuman, GroupMo grouphifo) 
-picks each element from the loseHuman and retrieves this element's information from 
the groupInfo. 、 
public void drawSysDown (GroupMo SomeoneSysDown, GroupMo CanContact) 
-calls the findSysDown to get a list ofPeople whose web servers are shut down. 
-assigns the CanContact to the canContact. 
-calls the getGroup. 
-sets its own drawing mode (2) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public void salesDrawMembers (Groupbifo GM) 
-assigns the GM to the gm. 
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-sets its own drawing mode (3) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public void drawSurfResult (java.util.Vector SURFResult) 
-assigns the SURFResult to the surjResult and calls CheckTaskExist to remove the 
redundant information. 
-sets its own drawing mode (4) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public void RESADrawTasks (Java.util.Vector RESATask) 
-assigns the RESATask to the RESATaskList. 
-sets its own drawing mode (5) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public void drawSuggestion(j ava.util. Vector taskList) 
• assigns the taskList to the RESAafterAssign. 
-sets its own drawing mode (6) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public void noSuggestion() 
-calls the stopSales to print a message 'T^o Suggestion"; 
public void stopSales (String Message) 
-draws the Messages on the screen. 
-sets its own drawing mode (10) and calls the repaint to draw, 
public boolean checkTaskExist (String target, java.util.Vector inLisl) 
-retums true if the target is found in the inList, otherwise, retums false, 
public void paint(Graphics g) 
-clears screen if state is 0. 
-prints the WatcherAgent's result if state is 1. 
-retrieves all possible paths which can contacted the lost branch in E-AsH if state is 2. 
-prints the information ofthe group members if state is 3. 
-prints the result ofthe surfing if state is 4. 
-prints the list of the projects in hand if state is 5. 
-prints the result of the task assignment if state is 6. 
-prints the message ifthe state is 10. 
public boolean mouseDown (Event e, int x, int y) 
-gets the position of the selection in the list of the group members ifstate is 3. 
-gets the position of the selection in the list of the projects in hand ifstate is 5. 
public class drawPROJ extends Applet 
Attributes: 
Vector pageObject 
-is a list ofPageOBJECT. 
Vector pageFlow 
-is a list ofPageFLOJV. 
Vector htmlLoc 
-is a list ofHtmlLOC 
String Title 
-stores the project's name. 
taage[] viewhnages 
-stores the images of the View Button. 
taage go&nage 
-stores the image ofthe Go Button. 
Methods: 
public void init ( ) 
-gets images for two image buttons. 
-calls addPage and addFlow to get the information ofthe project from the HTML file. 
-prepares the user interface 
public void addPage (String object[]) 
-adds a new instance of the PageOBJECT to the pageObject. 
-adds the URL to the htmU^oc ifthe page has an Memet location, 
public void addFlow (String object []) 
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-adds a new instance of the PageFLOWto the pageFlow. 
class drawSB extends Applet 
Attributes: 
Vector mediaObject 
-is a list ofthe MedlaOBJECT. 
Methods : 
public void init ( ) 
-gets data from the applet's HTML file and calls the add to store them in the 
mediaObject. 
-prepares the user interface, 
public void add (String object[]) 





-is the starting page ofthis flow. 
int toPage 
-is the destination page of this flow. 
int pageView 
-records the current view 
int flowBelongTo 
-is the page's number ofthe first page in the view indicated by the pageView. 
Methods : 
FlowOBJECT (int fromPage, Int toPage, int pageView, int flowBelongTo) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns \hQfromPage and the toPage to the this.fromPage and the this.toPage. 
-assigns the pageView to the this.pageView. 
-assigns the flowBelongTo to the this.flowBelongTo. 
class FTPSession extends Object 
-this class implements file storage and retrieval using the FTP protocol. Your server 
must support the PASV command for this to work. 
Attributes: 
String host 
-is the host name. 
String port 
-is the port number, default=21. 
String usemame 、 
-is the usemame to log in with. 
String password 
-is the password to log in with. 
String acct 
-is the optional acct for logging in. 
Socket sessionSock 
-is the control socket. 
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Methods : 
FTPSession (String host. String useraame, String password) throws IOException 
-this should be the most common constructor, it opens up an FTP session with the 
named host using the default FTP port and logs on using the usemame and the 
password. 
public FTPSession(String host. String usemame, String password. String acct) throws IOException 
-opens up an FTP session with the named host using the default FTP port and logs on 
using the usemame and the password, and the account. 
public FTPSession(String host, int port. String useraame. String password, boolean logOn) throws 
IOException. 
-opens up an FTP session with the named host using an alternate port number and if 
the logOn is true, logs on using the usemame and password, 
public FTPSession(String host, int port. String usemame, String password, String acct, boolean logOn) 
throws IOException. 
-opens up an FTP session with the named host usmg an alternate port number and if 
the logOrt is true, logs on using the usemame, the password and the account. 
void close()throws IOException. 
-closes the session 
void connect() throws IOException. 
-connects to the server. 
String doCommand(String commandString) throws IOException 
-sends a command and waits for a response. 
String getResponse() throws IOException 
-gets a response back from the server. Handles multi-line responses and returns them 
as part ofthe string, 
void logon() throws IOException 
-logs on to the FTP server, 
protected synchronized Socket doPasvPort() throws IOException 
-creates a data connection to the server by using the PASV command. Normally the 
data connection is set up by the client sending the server an address and port number 
using the PORT command. Unfortunately, smce an applet cannot listen for mcoming 
connections, we can't work that way. The PASV command asks the server to accept a 
connection. The response for the PASV command contains a host address and port 
number in the form h,h,h,h,p,p where h is a byte in the host address and p is a byte in 
the port. 
public byte[] get(String remoteFile) throws IOException 
-fetches a file in binary mode and retums it as an array ofbytes. 
public synchronized byte[] get(String remoteFile, boolean doBinary) throws IOException 
-fetches a file in binary mode if the doBinary is true, or ascii mode if it's false, and 
retums it as an array ofbytes. 
synchronized void put(String remoteFile, byte[] data) throws IOException 
-stores an array ofbytes in the named file using binary mode, 
public synchronized void put(String remoteFile, byte[] data, boolean doBinary) throws 
IOException 
-stores an array of bytes in the named file，using binary mode if the doBinary is tnie, 
ascii mode otherwise. 
public class GroupInfo 、 
Attributes: 
java.util.Vector aGroup 
-is a list ofthe PeopU. 
Methods : 
public GroupInfo () 
-is a constructor. 
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public int addPeople (String Name, String Url) 
-adds an instance of the People with the Name and the Url ifthese two variables do not 
exist in the aGroup. 
public void removeAllElements () 
-removes all elements from the aGroup. 
ClassHTML_File 




-is the content of the HTML file. 
String Title 
-is the title ofthe HTML file. 
String Width 
-is the width ofthe applet's window 
String Height 
-is the height of the applet's window 
String CodeBase 
-is the code base of the applet's window 
Methods : 
HTML_File (String title. String width. String height. String codebase) 
-is the constructor of the HTML_File. 
-assigns the title to the Title. 
-assigns the width to the Width. 
-assigns the height to the Height. 
-assigns the codebase to the CodeBase. 
void codebaseHTML ( ) 
-adds the code base. 
void codeHTML (String drawClass) 
-adds the name of the drawing application. 
void whHTML ( ) 
-adds the width and height of the applet's window. 
void addTitle ( ) 
-adds the title ofthis HTML file. 
void openHTML ( String drawClass) 
-activates the codebaseHTML, the codeHTML, the whHTML, and the addTitle 
void addParam (String name, String value) 
-adds a parameter to this HTML file, 
void closeHMTL ( ) 
-adds the ending token to this HTML file. 
byteQ convertByte ( ) 
-converts the HTML_Content to an array ofbyte. 
class HtmlLOC 、 
Attributes : 
int pageNum 
,. -stores the page's number. 
String url 
-stores the URL ofthe page. 
Methods : 
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public HtmlLOC (int pageNum, String url) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the pageNum to the this.pageNum and the url to the this.url. 
public class Human 
Attributes: 
public static fmal int Disable 
-is a constant which represents it is not active, 
public static fmal int Enable 
-is a constant which represents it is active, 
public static final int Unknown 
-is a constant which represents the current state is not sure yet. 
public static final int SysDown 
-is a constant which represents it is shut down. 
String name 
-stores the person's name. 
String url 
-stores the person's location. 
int state 
-keeps the current state. 
Methods : 
public Human (String Name, String Url) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the Name to the name. 
-assigns the Url to the url. 
public Human (String Name, Stnng Url, int State) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the Name to the name. 
-assigns the Url to the url. 
-assigns the State to the state. 
public void setState (int State) 
-assigns the State to the state. 
pub public boolean isDisable () 
-returns true ifthe state is equal to the Disable. 
public boolean isSysDown () 
-returns true ifthe state is equal to the SysDown. 
public String who () 
-returns the name. 
public String where () 
-retums the url. 
public int how() 
-retums the current state, 
public void setUnknown () 
-assigns the Unknown to the state. 
public void setSysDown () 
-assigns the SysDown to the state. 
public void setEnable () 
-assigns the Enable to the state. 
public void setDisable () 
-assigns the Disable to the state. 




-is clicked when the user finishes to write description. 
Button Canceffiutton 
-is clicked when the user cancels description writing. 
TextArea description 
-allows the user to write description. 
Label header 
-is the label on the top ofdialog and indicates what kind ofmedia objects. 
ReturnDescription rd 
-is an interface to retum description to parent frame. 
Methods : 
UiString (Frame parent, RetumDescription RD, String mediatype, String Content) 




-is the coordinate ofthe left top comer of the boundary ofthis media object. 
int locX2, locY2 
-is the coordinate of the right button comer ofthe boundary ofthis media object. 
int mediaType 
-records the type of this media object. 
int ObjectBelongTo 
-is the page's number containing this media object. 
int MediaNum 
-records the position in the intemal storage. 
class MyScribble extends Panel, ReturnDescription 
Attributes: 
Vector mediaPage 
-is a list ofthe MediaOBJECT. 
Vector pageFlow 
-is a list ofthe PageFLOW. 
Vector pageObject 
-is a list ofthe PageOBJECT. 
int pageNum 
-counts the number of the created pages. 
int pageWidth 
-is the page's width. 
int pageHeigh 
-is the page's height. 
int objectView 
-records the current view : 0 = XY-axis view, 1 = YZ-axis view, 2 = Object View. 
int last_x 
-records the last x-coordinate of the mouse clicking. 
-is the left top comer ofthe boundary of a media object. 
int last_y 
-records the last y-coordinate of the mouse clicking. 
-is the left top comer ofthe boundary ofa media object. 
int ofFset_x 
-records the current location ofthe horizontal scroll bar. 
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int offset_y 
-records the current location ofthe vertical scroll bar. 
int firstX, firstY, secondX, secondY 
-are used by the two-points selection to keep the coordinates of two selected pages 
(e.g. flow creation), 
int fromPage, toPage 
-are used by the two-points selection to keep the number of the selected pages (e.g. 
flow creation). 
int flowView 
-record the view of the fromPage. 
int flowWidth 
-is the fault tolerance of the flow selection. 
String mediaDescription 
-records the relumed sU"ing from the inString. 
boolean firstClick, secondClick 
-are the control flags ofthe flow selection. 
int TextNum 
-counts the number ofthe created Text objects. 
int bnageNum 
-counts the number ofthe created hnage objects. 
int MusicNum 
-counts the number ofthe created Music objects. 
int MovieNum 
-counts the number of the created Movie objects. 
int MediaNum 
-counts the total number ofthe created media objects. 
int targetMedia 
-markd the selected media object. 
Methods : 
MyScribble (StotyBoard stroyboard) 
-is a constructor. 
-creates a drawing board, 
void getDescription (Dialog source, Object obj) 
-obtains the returned message from the InString. 
void paint (Graphics g) 
-draws the media objects on the drawing board, 
int checkPageLocation (int x, int y) 
-checks which page is selected. If no page is selected, it retums -1. 
int checkFlowLocation (int x, int y) 
-checks which flow is selected. If no page is selected, it retums -1. 
int checkExistYZ (int Pnum) 
-checks whether the selected page (Pnum) exists. If the selected page exists in the YZ-
axis, it retums true; otherwise, retums false, 
int createYZfirstPage (int tarPage) 
-creates a new page in YZ-axis which is equal to the page indicated by the tarPage. 
int checkMediaLocation (int x, int y) 
-checks which media object is selected. H"no page is selected, it retums -1. 
void flushHTML ( ) 、 
-bases on the storyboard to generate HTML files, 
boolean mouseDown(Event e, int x, int y) 
-decides which action takes place when the user presses mouse's button. If it is over 
the top panel, it is a button selection. If it is over the drawing board, it executes the 
function of the object creation, 
boolean mouseDrag (Event e, int x, int y) 
-assigns x and^ to the last_x and the lastjy respectively, 
boolean mouseUp (Event e, int x, int y) 
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-keeps X and y which is the coordinate of the right bottom corner of the boundary of a 
media object, 
boolean handleEvent (Event e) 
-handles the scroll bar events. It updates the qffset_x and the oJfsetjy that are used by 
the paint, and then calls update, which clears the canvas and invokes the paint to 
redraw the scribbles, 
void reshape (int x, int y, int width, int height) 
-is called when the window's size is changed. 
class notePanel extends Dialog 
Attributes: 
ImageButton forBut 
-is used to show the next appointment. 
bnageButton backBut 
-is used to show the previous appointment. 
tnageButton cutBut 
-is used to delete an appointment. 
LmageButton pasteBut 
-is used to create an appointment. 
LmageButton quitBut 
-is used to dismiss this dialog box. 
Mage [ ] images 
-stores images for the forBut, backBut, cutBut, pasteBut, quitBut. 
Label startLabel 
-is a label of the starting time. 
Label endLabel 
-is a label ofthe ending time. 
TextField startTField 
-is a text field which allows the user to type the starting time ofan appointment. 
TextField endTField 
-is a text field which allows the user to type the ending time ofan appointment. 
TextArea noteContent 
-is a text area which allows the user to type the content ofan appointment. 
RetumConten rc 
-is used to retum the information to the caller. 
Vector contents 
-is a list ofthe aNote. 
int displayNumNote 
-records the current appointment on the screen. 
int numNote 
-records the number ofappointments. 
boolean flag 
-is a flag to check whether the contents has been changed. 
String curSTime 
-stores the starting time of an appointment. 
String curETime 
-stores the ending time of an appointment. ‘ 
String curContent 
-stores the content ofan appointment. 
int thisHour 
-stores the current time slot. 
boolean pasteFlag 
-is a flag to check the pasteBut has been pressed. 
Methods: 
public notePanel (Frame parent, RetumContent RC, int curHour, Vector Contents, hnage[ ] inhnages) 
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-is a constructor. 
-the parent is the caller's frame. 
-assigns the RC to the rc. 
-assigns the curHour to the thisHour. 
-assigns the Contents to the contents. 
-assigns the inImages to the images. 
-prepares the user interface, 
void setNote (int curNote) 
-shows the information of an appointment ifany. 
void cleanNotePanel ( ) 
-initializes the startTField, the endTField, and the noteContent. 
boolean checkErrorChar (char inChar) 
-retums false if the inChar is valid; otherwise, it retums true. 
int searchColon (String inString) 
-retums 1 ifthe position of ’:, is correct in inString, otherwise, it retums 0. 
boolean checkTimeForamt (String inString) 
-retums true if the inString is in correct time format; otherwise, it retums false. 
-checks the content of the inString, the length of the inString, the position of':' in the 
inString, and the valid range ofthe working hour in a day. 
float stringToFloat (String inString) 
-convert the inString into a floating number, 
boolean getCurDisplay ( ) 
-retums true if the inputs in the startTField and the endTField are correct; otherwise, it 
retums false, 
void checkChange (int curNote) 
-sets the flag ifthe contents has been changed. 
public class PAGE 
Attributes: 
String pageED 
-stores the page's identification. 
String site 
-stores the page's URL. 
String pathNfile 
-stores the directory path and the file's name. 
Vector taskList 
-is a list ofthe PageTASK. 
public static final int HTTP_Port 
-is the port number. 
Methods; 
public PAGE (String H), String STYE, String PATHnFE^E) 
-assigns the ID to the pageID. 
-assigns the SITE to the site. 
-assigns the PATHnFILE to the pathNfile. 
public void getTask () 
-opens the connection to its own server. ‘ 
-calls the getFileByItseIfto collect the content ofthis page, 
public void getFileByItself(Socket clientSocket, String Target) 
-retrieves the file Target and parses data. 




intxl , yl 
-is the coordinate of the left top comer ofthis page. 
int pageNum 
-records the position in the physical storage. 
int pageView 
-is the view ofthis page. 
int position 
-records the position in the intemal storage. 
int pageBelongTo 
-is the page's number of the first page in the view indicated by the pageView. 
Methods: 
PageOBJECT (int x l , int yl , int pageNum, int pageView, int position, int pageBelongTo) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns xl and_y7 to x and_y respectively. 
-assigns the pageNum to the this.pageNum. 
-assigns the pageView to the this.pageView. 
-assigns the position to the this.position. 
-assigns the pageBelongTo to the this.pageBelongTo. 
public class PageTASK extends Human 
Attributes : 
String taskTO 
-stores the task's identification. 
String pageD3 
-stores the page's identification. 
int mediaType 
-stores the media type ofthe task. 
Methods: 
public PageTASK (String PAGEH), String TASKJD, int MEDL^TYPE) 
-assigns the PAGEID to the pageID. 
_ assigns the TASKID to the taskID. 
-assigns theMEDIATYPE to the mediaType. 
public void setPeopleName (String Name) 
-assigns the Name to the name in the super class, 
public void setPeopleURL (String Url) 




-is the target applet whose parameters will be retrieved. > 
Methods : 
public Parameters (Applet applet) 
-is a constructor which fetchs parameters for a particular applet, 
public String getParameter (String paramName) 
-retums the named parameter, or null if not set (this is identical to the 
Applet.getParameter method). The paramName is the name of the parameter to 
retrieve. 
public String getParameter(String paramName, String defaultValue) 
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_ retums the named parameter, or defaultValue ifnot set. The paramName is the name 
ofthe parameter to retrieve. The defaultValue is the parameter value to use if there is 
no PARAM tag for this parameter, 
public String[] getParameters(String paramName) 
-retums an array of parameters. The corresponding parameter names in the PARAM 
tags should end with numbers starting with 0. For example, for a parameter named "f', 
the PARAM tags should use names offO, f l , f2, etc: 
<PARAM name="fO" value= “somevalue"> 
<PARAM name="fl “ value="anothervalue"> 
<PARAM name="f2" value="thisvalue"> 
<PARAM name="f3" value="lastvalue"> 
-H" a number is skipped, the rest of the parameters will be ignored. The paramName is 
the base name for the parameters to be fetched, 
public String[] getParameters(String paramName, String separators) 
-retums an array ofparameters. The parameters should be separated by a specific 
separator character or a set of separator characters. For example, for the following call 
to getParameters. 
param.getParameters(“f',";:,"); 
：,;,and, are used as separators: 
<PARAM name="f' value= "somevalue:anothervalue;thisvalue,lastvalue"> 
-The paramName is the name of the parameter to fetch, and the separators is a string 
containing the separators for the parameters, 
public static String getParameter(Applet applet. String paramName) 
-retums the named parameter, or null if not set (this is identical to the 
Applet.getParameter method).The applet is the applet whose parameters will be 
fetched. The paramName is the name ofthe parameter to retrieve, 
public static String getParameter(Applet applet. String paramName, String defaultValue) 
-retums the named parameter, or defaultValue ifnot set. "applet" is the applet whose 
parameters will be fetched. The paramName is the name ofthe parameter to retrieve. 
The defaultValue is the parameter value to use if there is no PARAM tag for this 
parameter. 
public static String[] getParameters(Applet applet, String paramName) 
-retums an array of parameters. The corresponding parameter names in the PARAM 
tags should end with numbers starting with 0. For example, for a parameter named "f', 
the PARAM tags should use names of fD, f l , £2, etc: 
<PARAM name="fD" value="somevalue"> 
<PARAM name="fl" value="anothervalue"> 
<PARAM name="f2" value="thisvalue"> 
<PARAM name="0" value="lastvalue"> 
- I f a number is skipped, the rest of the parameters will be ignored. The applet is the 
applet whose parameters will be fetched, and the paramName is the base name for the 
parameters to be fetched. 
public static String[] getParameters(Applet applet, String paramName, String separators) 
-retums an array of parameters. The parameters should be separated by a specific 
separator character or a set of separator characters. For example, for the following call 
to getParameters: 
param.getParameters(“f',";:,"); 
:’ ；’ and, are used as separators: 
<PARAM name="f' value="somevalue:anothervalue;thisvalue,lastvalue"> 
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-The pammName is the name of the parameter to fetch, and the separators is a string 
containing the separators for the parameters. 
public class Participant extends Human 
Attributes: 
Vector notAvailable 
-is a list ofthe AgentDate. 
public static final int HTTP_Port 
-is the port number. 
int priority 
-records the priority ofthis participant. 
-is the lowest priority if the priority is -1. 
public static final float workingHr 
-is a constant which represents the total number ofworking hour in a day. 
Methods : 
public Participant (String name, String location) 
-is a constructor. 
-sets the name and the location. 
-calls the getNotAvailableTime to collect all unavailable time slots, 
public Participant (String name, String location, int Priority) 
-is a constructor. 
-sets the name and the location. 
-assigns the Priority to the priority. 
public Vector retumNotAvailable () 
-returns the notAvailable. 
public void addTimeSlot (String dateString, String fromString, String toString) 
-calls the checkDate£xist to check whether this date is already in the notAvaibale. 
-creates an instance of the AgentDate and adds this unavailable time slot to the 
notAvailable i f i t does not exist, 
public int checkDateExist(String dateString) 
-returns the index ifthe dateString is found in the notAvailahle\ otherwise, returns -1. 
public void getNotAvailTime (String myaddress) 
-opens the connection to its own web server and calls the getDate to get the timetable, 
public void getDate(Socket clientSocket) 
-sends the message "RESA_DATE" to the server to make a request for transmitting 
the timetable. 
-parses the returned data and calls the AddTimeSlot to add the unavailable time slots 
to the notAvailable. 
public float totaL^vailableBefore (Date deadLine) 
-selects all unavailable time slots from today to the deadLine 
-subtracts them from the total working hours from today to the deadLine (except today, 
deadLine and Saturday and Sunday) and retums the difference, 
float notAvailableTime (Date deadLine) 
-calls AgentDate.unAvailableTimc to sum up all unavailable time slots from today to 
deadLine and retums the sum. 
public class People 
Attributes: 
public static final int HTTP_Port 
-is a constant which represents it is the port number, 
public static final int gLEADER 
-is a constant which represents it is the group leader. 
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public static final int gMEMBER 
-is a constant which represents it is the group member, 
public static final int oMEMBER 
-is a constant which represents it is the other member 
public static final int noBODY 
-is a constant which represents it is not the related person. 
Human man 
-is an instance of the Human. 
java.util.Vector Group 
-is a list ofthe Human. 
Methods : 
public People (String Name, String Url) 
-is a constructor. 
-creates an instance ofthe Human with Name and Url and assigns to the man. 
-calls the getGroup. 
public People (String Name, String Url, int State) 
-is a constructor. 
-creates an instance ofthe Human with Name and Url and assigns to the man. 
-calls Human.setState to set the current state, 
public People (Human inMan, Vector inGroup) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the inMan to the man. 
-calls the copyGroup to assigns the inGroup to the Group. 
public void copyGroup (java.util.Vector inGroup) 
-assigns the inGroup to the Group. 
public boolean isDisable () 
-retums true ifthe machine is not active, 
public boolean isSysDown () 
-retums true if the machine is shut down, 
public void setState (int State) 
-assigns the State to the state. 
public int addGroup (String Name, String Url) 
-adds an instance of Human with the Name and the Url if these two variables do not 
exist in the Group. 
public Human human () 
-retums the man. 
public java.util.Vector group () 
-returns the Group. 
public String who () 
-retums the name ofthe man. 
public String where () 
-returns the url of the man. 
public void getGroup (String url) 
-gets the information of the related persons through Memet based on the url of the 
man. 
-opens the socket and calls the getPage. 
public void getPage(Socket clientSocket) 
-searches the file "GroupMo.html" through the clientSocket. ‘ 
-stores the information in the Group. 
class PrjBuilder extends Frame 
Methods : 
public PrjBuilder() 
-is a constructor. 
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-creates an instance of the titledPanel and an instance ofthe StoryBoard 
-prepares the user interface. 
public class PijDATE 
Attributes: 
Date today 
-is the date of today. 
Date inDate 
-stores a specified date. 
Methods : 
public PijDATE (String dateString) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the dateString to the inDate. 
public boolean beforeToday () 
-retums true ifthe inDate is before today; otherwise, retums false, 
public boolean afterToday () 
-retums true if the inDate is after today; otherwise, retums false. 
class ProjectHTML 
-creates a HTML file for the entire project and sends it to the server. 
Attributes : 
String Owner 
-stores the owner ofthis HTML file. 
HTML_File html 
-store the content ofthis HTML file. 
Methods : 
ProjectHTML (String owner, int width, int height. String codebase, String className) 
-is a construnctor. 
-creates an instance ofthe HTML_Fik. 
void add Java.util.Vector PageObj，java.util.Vector FlowObj) 
-adds the PageObj and the FlowObj to the html. 
boolean put (String server. String user. String password. String path) 
-logs on server and sends the content of the html. 
public class RESAgent extends Thread 
Attributes : 
public static final int HTTP_Port 
-is the port number. 
Vector taskList 
-is a list ofthe Task 
Vector grpList 、 
-is a list ofthe ProJECT 
ProJECT currentProject 
-stores all information of a project. 
String myAddress 
-stores the address of its own web server. 
Date myDate 
-stores the date of today. 
int signal 
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• represents which function is called. 
DrawCanvas drawCanvas 
-is the drawing board on the screen. 
Methods: 
public RESAgent (String address, DrawCanvas targetCanvas) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the address to the myAddress. 
-assigns the targetCanvas to the drawCanvas. 
public void run() 
-is a loop to control which function is called, 
public void setSignal (int Signal) 
-assigns the Signal to Uie signal. 
public Vector getNewTasks(Socket clientSocket) 
-sends a message to request its own web server to send the file "AlU'ijs.html". 
-parses the returned data and creates an instance ofthe Task. 
-retums a list ofthe Task. 
public void getTask() 
-opens the connection to its own web server. 
-calls the getNewTasks. 
public boolean getProJ (int selectedTask) 
-uses the selectedTask as index to retrieve the information ofa project. 
-creates an instance of the ProJECT and gets all information of this project, 
public void getDate () 
-calls the getProJ to get the content ofthe selected project. 
-opens the connection to its own web server. 
-calls getAllDates to the information of all potential project members, 
public void getAllDates( Socket clientSocket) 
-sends a message "RESA_TASK" to its own web server to get the information of all 
potential project members. 
-parses the retumed data and creates an instance of the Participant (p.s. During 
creating an instance of the Participant, the constructor will call its internal function to 
retrieve all available time slots from today to the project's deadline.) 
public class RESAschedule extends Thread 
-is used to give the suggestion of the formation of the project group. 
Attributes: 
Vector tasksList 
-is a list of the Task. 
Vector grpList 
-is a list ofthe Participant. 
Date deadline 
-stores the date of the deadline. 
int[] AssignFlag 
-is an integer array to keep track the process ofthe task assignment. 
int maxLock 
-is used to count the maximum number oftasks being assigned to a person, 
public static final int fixedWorkingHour 
-is a constant which represents the number ofworking hour in a day. 
DrawCanvas drawCanvas 
-. -is the drawing board on the screen. 
Methods: 
public RESAschedule (ProJECT PROJECT, Vector GrpLIST, int NumOfSuggestion, DrawCanvas 
DRAWCANVAS) 
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-is a constructor. 
-gets the deadline from the PROJECT and stores in the deadline 
-gets a list of tasks from the PROJECT and stores in the taskList. 
-assigns the GrpLIST to the grpList. 
-assigns the NumOfSuggestion to the numOJSuggestion. 
-assigns the DRAWCANVAS to the drawCanvas. 
Vector getTasks (ProJECT PROJECT) 
-retums a list oftask from PROJECT. 
boolean PrjAssignGrp () 
-retums true i fa suggestion can be found; otherwise, retums false, 
boolean successThrowJob (PageTASK thisTask) 
-retums true if the thisTask can be assigned to a candidate in the grpList, otherwise, 
retums false, 
void incMaxLock () 
-increments the maxLock. 
boolean tryAssign (int position, PageTASK thisTask) 
-retums true if the candidate in the position of the grpList can takes the thisTask, 
otherwise, retums false, 
void doAssign (int position, PageTASK thisTask) 
-confirms the task assignment. 
public class RESATime 
Attributes : 
Time from 
-stores the starting time of this time slot. 
Time to 
-stores the ending time ofthis time slot. 
Methods : 
public RESATime (String FROM, String TO) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the FROM to the from. 
-assigns the TO to the to. 
public boolean isAvailable (String FROM, String TO) 
-retums true if the FROM is before the from and the TO is after the to, otherwise, 
retums false, 
public boolean isAvailable (String AtTime) 
-retums true if the AtTime is not in the range between the from and the to; otherwise, 
return false. 
public boolean isAvailable (String AtTime, float numOfHrs) 
-adds the numOfHrs to the AtTime to find the ending time of the given time slot. 
-retums true if it is not overlapped the time slot from AtTime to the ending time; 
otherwise, retums false, 
public float duration () 
-retums the duration ofthis time slot. 
interface RetumContent 
Methods : 
abstract public void getContent (Dialog source, Object obj) 




getDescription (Dialog source. Object obj) 
-is an abstract method which is used to return data from the inString. 
public class RUN 
-is a standalone application which is used to call MUSAS. 
Methods : 
public static void main (String args[]) 
-create an instance of the systemStart 
public class SalesAgent implements StoreSurfResult 
Attributes : 
String thisName 
-stores the user's name. 
String myAddress 
-stores the user's location. 
DrawCanvas drawCanvas 
-stores the reference ofthe MUSAS*s canvas. 
java.util.Vector taskList 
-is a list of the Task. 
Groupbifo groupLeader 
-stores the information ofthe group leader. 
GroupLnfo groupMembers 
-stores the information ofthe group leaders. 
People selectPeople 
-stores the information of the selected people. 
Methods: 
public SalesAgent (String address, String name, DrawCanvas targetCanvas) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the address to the myAddress. 
-assigns the name to the thisName. 
-assigns the targetCanvas to the drawCanvas. 
public void startSurf (int selectPerson) 
-activates the Surfto surf some sites from the location of the activator, 
public void startClimbUp (int selectPerson) 
-activates the Surf to surf some sites from one upper level ofthe activator, 
public void foundTask (Surfsource, Object obj) 
-is an abstract method which is used to receive the list of the tasks from the Surf. 
public void startGetMembers() 
-calls getGroupOnly to get the location of the group editor and authors, 
public void getGroupOnly (Socket clientSocket) 
-get the information (Name and Location) ofthe people in the same group. 
class schedule extends Panel implements ReturnContent 
Attributes: 
hnage[ ] images 
-stores the images for the image buttons "ButXxx" such as "But8am". 
bnage[ ] noteLnage 
-stores the images and passes them to the notePanel. 
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hnageButton But8AM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 8am to 
9am. 
taiageButton But9AM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 9am to 
lOam. 
hnageButton ButlOAM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 10am to 
1 lam. 
bnageButton Butl 1AM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 1 lam to 
12pm. 
hnageButton Butl2PM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 12pm to 
lpm. 
bnageButton ButlPM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 1pm to 
2pm. 
ImageButton But2PM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 2pm to 
3pm. 
hnageButton But3PM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 3pm to 
4pm. 
bnageButton But4PM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 4pm to 
5pm. 
hnageButton But5PM 
-is used to creates an instance of the notePanel with the appointment from 5pm to 
6pm. 
int fsize 
-is the font's size. 
int curYear 
-keeps the current year. 
int curMonth 
-keeps the current month. 
int curDate 
-keeps the current date. 
String monthName[] 
-is an array of string storing the short forms ofthe month. 
int markNote[] 
-is an array ofinteger recording the status ofeach time slot. H"an element is equal to 0, 
a duck icon is used to represent no appointment; otherwise, a clock icon is used. 
Vector todayNote 
-is a list of all appointments on the day. 
Vector Note8 
-is a list of the appointments from 8am to 9am. 
Vector Note9 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 9am to lOam. 、 
Vector NotelO 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 10am to 1 lam. 
Vector Notel 1 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 1 lam to 12pm. 
Vector Notel2 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 12pm to 1pm 
VectorNotel3 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 1pm to 2pm. 
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Vector Notel4 
-is a list ofthe appointments from 2pm to 3pm. 
Vector Notel5 
-is a list of the appointments from 3pm to 4pm. 
Vector Notel6 
-is a list of the appointments from 4pm to 5pm. 
Vector Notel7 
-is a list of the appointments from 5pm to 6pm. 
Methods : 
public schedule (inage[ ] intaiages, btiage[ ] nPinages, Date inDate) 
• is a constructor. 
-assigns the inImage to the image and the nPImages to the noteImage. 
-assigns the inDate to the curYear, the curMonth, the curDate. 
-prepares the user interface. 
void initNote ( ) 
-allocates memory to the Note8, Note9, NotelO, Notell, Notel2, Notel3, Notel4, 
Notel5, Notel6, Notel7. 
int stringToFloat (String inTime) 
-converts the inTime to the integer variable stringToFloat. 
String floaToTime (String inTime) 
-replace the characte'.’ in the inTime to the character •:'. 
void addNote (int num, aNote inNote) 
-store the inNote in the list of the time slot indicated by the num. 
void changetaiage (int[】inList) 
-updates the user interface based on the inList. If an element in the inList is equal to 0, 
a duck icon is shown; otherwise, a clock icon is shown, 
public void setIocn (Vector in) 
-retrieves the appointments from the in. 
-stores the appoitments in the array ofthe corresponding time slot, 
public void setDate (Date inDate) 
-assigns the inDate to the curDate. 
public int nowYear ( ) 
-returns the value ofthe curYear. 
public int nowMonth ( ) 
-retums the value of the curMonth. 
public int nowDate ( ) 
-retums the value of the curDate. 
boolean notDupNote (aNote inNote) 
-checks the inNote whether it exists in the outVector. If it is existed, the notDupNote 
retums false; otherwise, it adds the inNote in the outVector and returns true. 
public String vectorToString (Vector inVector) 
• converts all information of the inVector into a string and uses the stnng "!@!" as 
separator, 
void updateOutVector ( ) 
-stores the new appointments in the outVector. 
public byte[ ] noteToByte ( ) 
-converts all information in the outVector into an array ofbtye for transmission. 
public void putSchedule (String server. String user. String password) 
-uses the user and the password to open the connection to the server. 
-sends the outVector in byte form to the server. 
public void getSchedule (String server, String user, String password) 
-uses the user and the password to open the connection to the server. 
-calls the formFiieName to form the file's name for the specified date. 
-gets the file which stores the information of the appointments on the day from the 
server. 
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public String formFileName ( ) 
-retums the file's name based on the curYear, the curMonth, and the curDate. 
public Vector processContent (String content) 
-uses the string "!@!" to separate the content into serveral strings. 
-stores them in a temporary list and retums. 
pubic boolean handleEvent (Event e) 
-creates an instance of the notePanel if the user clicks on one of the ImageButtons. 
public void getContent (Dialog source. Object obj) 
-stores the appointments in the outVector from the notePanel. 
class ScribblePROJ extends Panel 
Attributes: 
Canvas canvas 
-is a drawing canvas which allows the user to draw the project's structure. 
Scrollbar hbar 
-is a horiontal scroll bar. 
Scrollbar vbar 
-is a vertical scroll bar. 
StateButton viewButton 
-is an image button which is used to activate the function ofchanging view. 
taageButton goButton 
-is an image button which is used to order the Intemet browser to access selected 
storyboard's HTML file. 
Vector pageObject 
-is a list ofthe PageOBJECT 
Vector pageFlow 
-is a list ofthe PageFLOW 
Vector htmlLoc 
-is a list ofthe HtmlLOC 
int ofFset_x 
-records the current location ofthe horizontal scroll bar. 
int offset_y 
-records the current location ofthe vertical scroll bar. 
int objectView 
-records the mode ofthe current view. If the valus is 1, the current view is in XY-axis. 
if the value is 2, it is in YZ-axis. 
int selectedPage 
-records the page which is selected by the user. H" the value is -1, there is no page 
selected. 
int PageView 
-records the page number in YZ-axis. 
Applet thisApplet 
-is the parent applet which is used in the launch. 
Methods: 
public ScribblePROJ (Applet applet, Vector pageObj，Vector flowObj，Vector htmlObj, hnage[] 
viewLnages, toiage gotaage) 
-is a constructor which displays the information in pageObj asvdflowObj on the screen. 
-stores the information ofthe htmlObj- in the htmlLoc. 
-prepares the user interface 
void PROJdrawObj (Vector pObj, Vector fObj, Vector hObj) 
-stores the pObj in the pageObject. 
-stores the fObj in the pageFlow. 
-stores the hObj in the htmlLoc. 
public void launch (int pageNum) 
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-uses pageNum to search its URL in htmELoc and accesses to that HTML file. 
public void paint (Graphics g) 
-draws the pages and the flows based on the information of the objectView and the 
PageView. 
public int checkPageLocation (int x, int y) 
-retums the page number if the coordinate (x,y) is inside the boundary; otherwise, 
retums -1. 
public boolean mouseDown (Event event, int x, int y) 
-changes view if the View Button is clicked. 
-navigates the selected page's HTML file ifthe Go Button is clicked. 
-records the page number ifthe mouse clicking is inside the boundary ofa page, 
public boolean handleEvent (Event e) 
-updates the qffset x if the horizontal scroll bar is modified. 
-updates the qffset_y ifthe vertical scroll bar is modified, 
public synchronized void reshape (int x, int y, int width, int height) 
-updates the user interface ifthe window's size is modified. 
class ScribbleSB extends Panel 
Attributes: 
Canvas canvas 
-is a drawing canvas which allows the user to draw the project's structure. 
Scrollbar hbar 
-is a horiontal scroll bar. 
Scrollbar vbar 
-is a vertical scroll bar. 
Vector mediaObject 
-is a list ofthe MediaOBJECT. 
int ofFset_x 
-records the current location of the horizontal scroll bar. 
int ofFset_y 
-records the current location ofthe vertical scroll bar. 
Methods : 
public ScribbleSB (Vector drawObj) 
-is a constructor. 
-prepares the user interface. 
-The drawObj is an array ofthe MediaOBJECT. 
public SBdrawObj (Vector drawObj) 
-assigns the dmwObj to the mediaObject. 
public void paint (Graphics g) 
-draws each element in the mediaObject on the Canvas. 
int checkMediaLocation (int x, int y) 
-retums the position of a media object in the mediaObj if :^ and y is inside the 
boundary ofthis object; otherwise, retums -1. 
public boolean mouseDown (Event e, int x, int y) 
-activates the checkMediaLocation if mouse is clicked on the Canvas. 
public boolean handleEvent (Event e) 
-updates the offset_x if the hbar is modified. 
-updates the o]fsetjy ifthe vhar is modified, 
public synchronized void reshape (int x, int y, int width, int height) 
-updates the user interface if the window's size is modified. 




-is a button which is used to terminate the execution. 
TextArea description 
-is a text area which displays the description ofa media object. 
Label header 
-is a label which indicates the type of a media object. 
Methods: 
public showDesc (Frame parent. String mediatype, String Content) 
-is a constructor. 
-prepares the user interface. 
-displays the mediatype in the header and the Content in the description. 
-The mediatype is the type of the media object. 
-The Content is the discription ofthe media object, 
public boolean action (Event e, Object what) 




-is a list ofthe aNote. 
int whichHour 
-represents the current time slot. 
boolean flag 
-marks ifthe contents has been updated. 
Methods: 
public storeContents (boolean inFlag, int inWhichHour, Vector inContents) 
-is a constructor which is used by the notePanel to store the information and pass it to 
the schedule. 
public interface StoreSurfResult 
Methods : 




-stores the today's date. 
Date inDate 
-stores the specified date. “ 
Methods: 
public PijDate (String dateString) 
-is a constructor. 
-generates an instance ofthe Date with the dateString and stores in the inDate. 
public boolean beforeToday () 
-retums true ifthe inDate is before today; otherwise, returns false, 
public boolean afterToday () 
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-retums true ifthe inDate is after today, otherwise, retums false. 
class StoryBoard extends Panel 
Attributes : 
int LastButton 
-records which button in the PrjBuiMer has been pressed last time. (p.s. h the 
PrjBuilder, only one button can be pressed at the same time.) 
0 - the current pressed button is same as the last pressed button. 
1 - Page_button 
2 - Arrow_button 
3 - Cut_button 
4 - View—button 
5 - Border_button 
6 - Text_button 
7 - hnage_button 
8 - Music_button 
9 - Movie_button 
10 - Done_button 
hnageButton Page_button 
-activates the function ofthe page creation. 
Image Pagehnage 
-stores the image for the Page—button. 
hnageButton Arrow_button 
-activates the function ofthe flow creation. 
bnage Arrowhnage 
-stores the image for the Arrow_button. 
taiageButton Cut_Button 
-activates the function ofthe object creation. 
bnage Cuttaiage 
-stores the image for the Cut_button. 
StateButton View_button _ 
-activates the function of changing views between the XY-axis and the YZ-axis. 
hnage[] View_images 
-stores the images for the View_button. 
StateButton Detail_button “ 
-activates the function of changing the mode between the ProjectDetail and the 
PageDetail. 
famge[] Detail_images 
-stores the images for Detail—button. 
taiageButton Text_button — 
-activates the fucntion ofthe Text creation. 
hnage Textbnage 
-stores the image for the Text_button. 
LnageButton bnage_button _ 
-activates the fucntion of the toiage creation. 
Image hnagehnage 
-stores the image for the Image_button. 
hnageButton Music_button 一 
-activates the fucntion of the Music creation. 
taage Musidmage 
-stores the image for the Music—button, 
taiageButton Movie_button 
-activates the fucntion ofthe Movie creation. 
taiage MovieLnage 
-stores the image for the Movie_button. 
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taageButton Done_button 
-activates the function ofthe format convertion of the HTML file. 
bnageDonehnage 
-stores the image for the Done—button. 
Panel topPanel 
-is the control panel at the top of the applet. 
MyScribble scribble 
-is a drawing board. 
int selectedPage 
-records the page selected by the user. H"the selectedPage is equal to -1’ it means no 




-prepares the user interface. 
mouseDown (Event event, int x, int y) 
-handles events. 
projectDetail () 
-activates the ftmctions of the Page_button, the Arrow_button, the View_button, the 
Detail_button, and the Done_button. 
pageDetail() 
-activates the fucntions of the Detail—button, the Text_button, the Image—button, the 
Music_button, the Movie_button, and ttie Done_button. 
resetPressButton (int CurrentButton) 
-resets the button which is indicated by the CurrentButton. 
class StoryBoardHTML extends ProjectHTML 
-creates HTML file for a storyboard and sends it to server. 
Methods: 
StoryBoardHTML (String owner, int width, int height, String codebase, String className) 
-is a construnctor. 
-creates aii instance of the HTML_Fik. 
void add (MediaOBJECT mediaObject) 一 
-adds the mediaObject to the HTML file. 
void closeHTML ( ) 
-add the ending to the HTML file. 
public class Surfextends Thread 
Attributes : 
StoreSurfResult ssr 
-stores the reference of the caller. 
People mySelf 
-stores the information ofthe selected person. 
java.util.Vector canVisit 、 
-stores the location ofthe possible visiting sites. 
java.util.Vector visitedSites 
-stores the location ofthe visited sites. 
java.util.Vector task 
-stores the result ofthe visiting sites. 
int signal 
-is a control flag of the run. 
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Methods : 
public Surf (StoreSurfResult SSR, People PEOPLE, java.util.Vector CANYISIT) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the SSR to the ssr. 
-assigns the PEOPLE to the myself. 
-assigns the CANVlSIT to the canVisit. 
public void anaylseTask (Java.util.Vector newTask) 
-stores the newTask in the task. 
public boolean checkTaskExist (String pijE)) 
-returns true ifthe prjlD exists in the task, otherwise, retums false, 
public Vector startSurfFromOava.util.Vector startGroup) 
-retrieves and retums the location ofthe possible visiting sites from the startGroup. 
public void getTask (Java.util.Vector newList) 
-opens the connections to the locations in the newList. 
-calls the getNewTasks to get the file "AllPijs.html" and collect the new tasks, 
public Vector getNewTasks(Socket clientSocket) 
-reads the file “AllPrjs.html" 
-retrieves the information of a project from "<a href = "Http_location'> Project's 
Name Project's Deadline </a> <p>". 
public boolean checkSiteExist(String Name, String Location, java.util.Vector inList) 
-retums true ifthe Name and the Location exists in the inList, otherwise, retums false. 
publicjava.util.Vector copyList Java.util.Vector newList, java.util.Vector oldList) 
-assigns the newList to the oldList. 
publicjava.util.Vector getNewSites(Socket clientSocket) 
, -retrieves the information ofthe location from the file ‘‘GroupMo.html” 
public void anaylseSites (java.util.Vector inVector, java.util.Vector curList) 
-assigns the inVector to the curList if the elements in the inVector do not exist in the 
curList. 
public Vector createNewList (java.util.Vector inList) 
-opens the connections to the locations in the inList. 
-calls the getNewSites to get the file "GroupMo.html" and collect the informaiton of 
the group members, 
public void getNewSite (java.util.Vector newList, java.util.Vector oldList) 
-deletes the elements of the newList from the oldList. 
public void run () 
-is a loop to call the getTask and the getNewSite until the canVisit is empty. 
public class SurfResult 
Attributes: 
String Name 
-stores the name ofthe group member who surfs kitemet. 
java.util.Vector Task 
-stores the locations of the new projects. 
Methods: 
public SurfResult (String NAME, java.util.Vector TASK) 
-is a constructor. 、 
-assigns the NAME to the Name. 
-assigns the TASK to the Task. 
public String who() 
-retums the Name. 
public java.util.Vector task () 
-retums the Task. 
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public class systemStart extends Frame 
-inherits class Frame and is used to activate the PrjBuUder, the bitemet Explorer, the 
CalendarAppUt, and the AgentsLoader 
Attributes : 
taiage firsttmage 
-stores an image for the firstButton. 
bnage secondknage 
-stores an image for the secondButton. 
taiage thirdhnage 
-stores an image for the thirdButton. 
taage fourtWmage 
-stores an image for the fourthButton. 
taageButton firstButton 
-is used to activate the PrjBuUder. 
taiageButton secondButton 
-is used to activate the hitemet Explorer. 
hnageButton thirdButton 
-is used to activate the CalendarAppUt. 
taageButton fourthButton 
-is used to activate the AgentsLoader. 
CalendarApplet ca 
-is an instance ofthe CalendarApplet 
AgentsLoader agentsLoader 
-is an instance of the AgentsLoader. 
PijBuilder pb 
-is an instance ofthe PrjBuUder 
Methods: 
public systemStart () 
-is a constructor. 
-prepares the user interface. 
public class Task 
Attributes : 
String prjNAME 
-stores the name of the project. 
String deadLDslE 
-stores the deadline of the project. 
String location 
-stores the location of the project. 
Methods: 
public Task (String PRJNAME, String DEADUNE, String LOCATION) 
-is a constructor. 
-assigns the PRJNAME to the prjName. 、 
-assigns the DEADLINE to the deadLine. 
-assigns the LOCATION to the location. 
public String prjName () 
., -retums the prjName. 
public String deadLine () 
-retums the deadLine. 
public String where () 
-retums the location. 
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class YearPanel extends Panel 
Attributes : 
taiageButton forward 
-changes the current year to the next year. 
toiageButton backward 
-changes the current year tothe previous year. 
LnageButton todayButton 
-resets the current date to the date oftoday 
Label tf 
-shows the current year. 
Panel topPanel 
-is the control panel. 
Date today 
-keeps the date of today. 
int curYear 
-keeps the current year. 
mt curMonth 
-keeps the current month. 
int curDate 
-keeps the current date. 
Calendar myCal 
-is an instance ofthe Calendar. 
schedule Sch 
-is an instance of the schedule. 
Methods : 
public YearPanel (bnage[ ] imageCal, Lnage[ ] imageArr, schedule sch) 
-is a constructor. 
-makes an instance ofthe schedule 
-creates an instance of the Cakndar. 
-prepares the user interface. 
void updateCal ( ) 
-updates the current date and repaints the user interface 
void setYearText ( ) 
-writes the curret year in tf. 
public void setYear (int newYear) 
-assigns the newYear to the curYear. 
public void setMonth (int newMonth) 
-updates the newMonth to the curMonth. 
public void setDate (int newDate) 
-updates the newDate to the curDate. 
public int nowYear ( ) 
-retums the value of the curYear. 
public int nowMonth ( ) 
-retums the value of the curMonth. 
public int nowDate ( ) 
-retums the value of the curDate. ^ 
public class WatcherAgent extends Thread 
Attributes: 
boolean firstTime 
-is a flag to mark whether it is the first time to activate the WatcherAgent 
GroupInfo pastGroupLeader 
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-stores the past information of the group leader. 
Groupbifo pastGroupMembers 
-stores the past information of the group members. 
GroupMfo pastOtherMembers 
-store the past information ofthe other members. 
GroupMb groupLeader 
-stores the information of the group leader. 
Groupbifo groupMembers 
-stores the information of the group members. 
GroupInfo otherMembers 
-stores the information of the other members. 
String myAddress 
-stores the url of its own server. 
int signal 
-is a control ofthe execution. 
DrawCanvas drawCanvas 
-is used to pass the commands and the information back to MUSAS's canvas 
public static final int HTTP_Port 
-is the port number, 
public static final int gLEADER 
-is a constant which represents it is a group leader, 
public static final int gMEMBER 
-is a constant which represents it is a group member, 
public static final int oMEMBER 
-is a constant which represents it is in another member 
public static final int noBODY 
-is a constant which represents it is not a related person. 
Methods; 
public WatchAgent (String address, String name, DrawCanvas largetCanvas) 
-assigns the address to the myAddress. 
-assigns the name to the Thread's name. 
-assigns the targetCanvas to the drawCanvas. 
public void run() 
-is a loop which will call the getPage and the analyseGroup continuously. 
public void anaylseGroup () 
-checks whether any person's machine is shut down. 
-calls the drawSysDown of the drayvCanvas to show all possible paths which can re-
construct the E-AsH if some machines are shut down. 
-store the new information and calls the watcherDraw ofthe drawCanvas to show all 
contacted machines if no system is shut down, 
public void copyGroupInfo (Grouphifo current, Groupbifo past) 
-assigns the current to the past. 
public boolean isSomeoneSysDown(GroupMo current) 
-checks whether any machine in the current is shut down 
public void getPage(Socket clientSocket) 
-contacts each person and collects the information ofthese persons. 
-marks the SysDown to a person if no connection is established.、 
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